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*****************************Sir*^*V£***i*A£*^**********************************

I have been asked to tell what I know about the blazincj romance of Flmer
and Ella Ruth Kil bourne. Now I wasn't there at the time, and I may have a few
details wrong - but I know them so well I can reconstruct the whole thing out
of the past like a genuine Itaewon original authentic reproduction Korean chest.

Elmer and Ella Ruth, Methodists though they were, met by Presbyterian
predestination. It was an engagement made in heaven - though I am told that
the angels had some doubts about Elmer. Ella Ruth should have seen through him,

but love is blind.

They met in Mississippi, under a magnolia tree in the old South. Elmer
was broke, he had pawned his last tennis racket - and the Health and Fitness
Shop which he had just openedrhad gone birokeupt. It was called the Dark Snatch
Center ; a name that could have been improved - maybe Bark Scratch would have
caught on better. But perhaps the trouble was with the courses he advertised:
They were flops. One was called:

"Tap Dance Your Way to Regularity"
Another was "Creative Tooth Decay"

Then there was "Exorcism and Acne"
And "How to Avoid Protein Complementarity"

He had a sideline which was also not doing so well: a Business and Career
Advice office which specialized in:

"Career Opportunities in Iran"

"Tax Shelters for Indigent Missionaries"

But across the main street fight there in Tallahoochie, a rising young
business executive and popular leader of the Deep South Women's Lib Coalition ,

and Save Hominy Grits from Extinction Caucus, Ms. Ella Ruth Lott had a thriving
(you've heard of Lot's wife - well, ip Tallahoochie Elmer is known as "Lott's
husband) . Ella Ruth had a thriving new business going. It was a Home Economics and
Self-Improvement studio. Unlike Elmer's courses which were sure failures, hers
had mass appeal . Like

"Sinus Drainage at Home"
"How to Convert a Wheelchair into a Dune Buggy"
"Dealing with post Self-Realization Depression"
"How to Cultivate Flu Virus in your Refrigerator"

Oh, the mystery of love! Success and failure. How opposites attract! Who
could have guessed that when Elmer proposed Ella Ruth would accept. That she
would even get his tennis racket out of hock. (He still has it, though his aame
has not improved with the years). He took down the si onboard, "Career Opportunities
in Iran" and put up the notice instead: "Gone to China". They v/ent. Came back,
crossed out "China", and put in "Korea".

And now a whole new life has opened up to them. They call their business
"O.M.S: (Opportunities for Mouldy Saints). Some of the course-offerings they've
tried most recently are:

"Looters Guide to Yonqdung-po"
"Under-achiever 's Guide to Very Small Business Opportunities"

and a Valentine-Day
special, "Mail order Matchmaking for Missionaries"
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1U Civwv^L - w'L.J tu. \ 0^ "T7w

The first herd fact to report about the church In
America is a dark one: a sense of discouragement, a failure
of nerve that has almost paralyzed American Protestantism.
"America," said a British visitor, "have been overtaken by a
fit of convulsive pessimism." (H. Winter, 25 . .Years )

f rankly
Well, American Christians have a good deal to be

pessimistic about. Let me mention a few:

1. A disastrous deline in church giving. Episcopalians
in one year gave $60 ,

000,000 less than the year before. (1969.
L. Kinsolving, Hon.Adv. Sep 18 ’ $1) and there is "an
institutional death wish in the Episcopal air", says Time Kag.

2. That death could be by civil war as easily by
loss of support. Highly- charged separatist movements are
breaking out in almost all the maflior denominations, and
the most frequently-used word in American church circles this
year was "polarizat ion"--clergy from laity, activists from
evangelists, headquarters from congregations.

3. The most commented-upon reason for all this is the
rise of a new phenomenon in the church, "liberal fundamentalism",
or "narrow-mindedness of the ecclesiastical left", an Intense
emotional attachment to a narrowly selective circle of issues,
as fundamentalists were once intensely and emotionally attached
to a highly selective circle of dogmas. The maddening thing is
that just as the old fundament ists were so often right
about their doctrines, the new ones are often, but not always,
right about their issues. We arrived in America just in time
for the Angela Davis cose, ^here a proper concern for black
justice was completely side-tracked by an irrational unconcern
for facts or consequences— and the result was the dynamiting of
the Presbyterian church as it had not been divided for years.

But this is communion Sunday. One reason I need to
come to the Lord's Table regularly is to be reminded that
there babe been dark days in the church before. "On the night
in which He was betrayed, our Lord took bread.." Betrayal and
death and defeat. But the Last Supper is not the Last of the
Church of Jesus Christ. He rose again, end the church
ovr-T and over again miraculously survives.
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One of the most memorable commencement addresses I ever heard

was in a little junior high school out in the hills of rural Korea. The

principal, a dignified village elder, stood ud to exhort the graduates,

and pebhaps in deference to niy presence as an American in their midst,

he told them, "Boys, I want you always to follow the example of Christopher

Columbus, first president of the United States!"

In somewhat the same dubious tradition, I am about to exhort
A

you to follow the example of my favorite disciple among the twelve, wta ^
A- a

doubfeer, Tfremas xfelTG foot-dragger, and, if tradition
an Le U305 Tkoftyof. it? ^ Asuj

,

)

can be believed, Thorax 1ibe embezzler—but still my favori te^ Let me

hasten to add that it is not as doubter, foot-dragger, and embezzler that
GLy\A Wot Svevt V\4C£SS<*r»l^ AS Afostle (vkcL 1 urw/*( ^ [, , . ..

I want you to follow him^ What I like about him, and what I hope will

commend him to you, is that though he started out as a man whose world

was too small, he found the grace, finally, to see it large, as it really
(^o Whid X be. 'S2+ji *4 _

iv br\if t is: leave llos ;

I^vg^n-Fr.a ne4ooo to&a^for a small -world ministry. Don’t

let your world get too small. -a J 1)*$ ir ,*< -tr wm Cr^-U' -k; fc ^ ^vc
•

l&ajJ.S'J \*J
. let W ehse*.~0 (W *'-

r W'* ^ mJ. Urt *' f ‘

I
*

Thomas started as a doubter. John te^is 'Che familiar story haw ^ Stvs Wis

U %JTMf 4 fa™-
when-be missed the first resurrection appearance, a-mitbe others told him

about it, ho - s-aa-d , "I don't believe it". His world was too small. His

world of belief. It was big enough for a human Jesus, b ut too small for

a Risen Lord.

I W,
VJe are all of us, at times, followers of Thomas the doubter.

A

You would be very unusual seminary students, and this would be a most un-

usual seminary, if you are graduating today with no more doubts *« 1
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<U,Wf
shadowing your Christian faith. Doubts will comejand^qo. Bet 'Don't

glamourize them; and don't cling to them. Academic circles tend to idealize

\X /
doubt as a sign of intellectual maturity

T
In the ministry, doubt is more

made Mk the father of eastern Christianity. It was his faith. He broke

through out of the tight, paralyzing world of his very human doubts into

God's 1-a-rge, real world of faith and rese^reetd^n power and flwnio ti in ac-
servant in the hands and side of the risen

tion. He saw the marks of the suffering Lord >nd ho to-tho na an

Christians, to be drawn up immediately with into heaven. If so he was

disappointed. He turned to Jesus, and Jesus turned him right back into the

custom was, they cast lots for the assignments. India fell to Thomas. Mow

Thomas had turned to Jesus in faith, but he was still Thomas, and he said.

often a mark of spiritual impotence. Jt was not doubt that
”"|lio«\af

He dragged his feet. There is a delightfully aoocryphal but bery early

document, probably written about 200 AD in what became the mother church

of Asian Christianity, Edessa. It is called the Acts of Thomas , and pur-
Tkrw^s beyond the record left us in the New

ports to tell what happened to tern

^

Am -

The story opens with the eleven disciples gathered in Jerusalem

after the Ascension to try to decide how to obey the Lord's last command

"Go into all the world and preach the gospel." Sensibly, they begdm b~y

dividing the world up into eleven parts, one for each, and then, as tfjeor

"I won't go*

T_ clo/k V

llQ^OQl 4 I ugfc4r> traoe] that far".
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Then, thinking of a better excuse, he added, "Besides, I don't speak

Indian".

The disciples argued and prayed^^STfinally called in the Lord.
A

a~

And the Syiour appeared to Thomas in a vision—remember, this is apocryphal—
and said, "Go to India, Thomas, for my grace is with thee". But Thomas

dug in his heels and said, "Anywhere else. Lord, but I'm not going to

India." So the Lord, who knew his Thomas, took sterner measures. An

agent of the Indian king, Gundap^har, happened to be in Jerusalem at the

time looking for a carpbnter to build a palace for the king. Mow in Asian

tradition Thomas "the Twin" was the twin brother of Jeaus, and therefore a

as a slave

carpenter. So the Lord simply sold Thomas to the Indian merchant. "I

have a slave who is a carpenter," he said, it was quite true. Thomas,
l\e fold ke

like Paul, was a slave of Jesus Christ. But when Thomas was what had eWA A f

Hir-pansd he was speechless. All niaht and into the next day he wrestled
bri*^ Aykf I'll

with himself before he could say,
**
i gr» whi^i^ynu-yi U. j , | nrd lo'nn

. .Yrrj r

t
Ur

11

Sfethotwh fie was not quite kicking and screaming, it was
A

only with considerable foot-draqging that the first missionary to Asia was

carried in no great triumph to his mission, a slave. Thomases world

was big enough for preaching in Jerusalem, but too small for a mission to India.
\i i/\* /jiZv. I Iama,

\

U-Mi $4*1 JKm b we faoIOHvo
>f^ A So wTu| iLo Ijw 't* y> .

^ ^ your v/orld leaves out India, or any other of the "uttermost Darts"—
^ fl\£ SoA*.e

from Africa to the islands of the sea,- it is too small too. I't is also too

small if it leaves out Jerusalem, which is something we overseas

missions enthusiasts nedd to be reminded of. Some years ago I was thrown into

an international working qroup on "The missionary obligation of the church".

It was an unsettling experience. They wanted to know fahy I should be labelled
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a missionary any more than the man sitting next to me who happened to be

a Christian and a professor in a state university, as if by not going to

Tibet he had somehow miserably failed to answer God's call. They needled

m^v^h the wicked "To be a Christian carnenter is good; to be a

Christian minister is holy; to be a foreign missionary is holier-than-thou".

/Tfiey were absolutely right in insisting that the whole world is the mission

field. But when they added, "And every Christian is a missionary", I drew

back. It's a great phrase, and partly true. But I cannot help wondering

if this isn't just one more way of making .ytetosar comfortable church people

'"eel all the more comfortable at what they are already doinq, whereas the

first thrust of the gospel is to make us uncomfortable because of what we

are not doing. It’s all very well to tell fcbe Christian carpenter that that

is what he is called to be— i*) foia ewo* it is probably true—but then how

are you going to explain to him why the first Christian carpenter left his

carDenter's bench and started out from Nazareth on the long missionary road
jtnf as

that led to a cross? Every Christian is a witness , but not all are called *t It

oil

b

e missionaries, as Paul sensibly realized. "Are all apostles? are all
A A

prophets 7 are all teachers?" No.

In somewhat the same way, although the whole world is the mission
^y

field, and the nearest parts are often more difficult and always less glamour-

i r.\ U
ous than fields farther away, nevertheless, without ignoring Jerusalem, and

ttr

Judaea and Samaria, don't forget "the uttermost Darts". They are more
-bfelj oajl

neglected; and^in greater need. Choose almost any cateqory you want-food,
cn,

freedom, factories, asd the Christian faith—and you here in the United

States have squirreled away more than your fair share.

Only 6% of the world lives in North America. 57$, which is more

than half of all the people of the world live in Asia. Three-fifths of the

world's teen-agers live there, and that means that three=fifths of the
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world's future is Asian. But most of them live in households with a cash in-

come of less than $7 a head a week. (It is even worse when youj compare the

fairness of distribution of the Christian faith. Our American 5^ of the

world has the largest number of nrofessinq Christians of any country in the
Tt 5 ^.st* VA JpjXA , (cW^t U*,Usvjj jCt/ W

world, while overcrowded Asia with more than ten times the numbe of people
h\

(? billion, to our 200 million) is only 2% or 3% Christian. Yet wo in

America have more ordained Protestant ministers than all the other countries

of the world combined: and each year we share fewer and fewer of them (we

United Presbyterians, at least) with the rest of the world. We are down

from 1002 overseas workers in IPPfi to *02 in 107 fi , and of these onlv 20

were under 40 years old.

No matter how you rationalize it, there is something radically

wronq there. Your world is not only too small, it is qettinq smaller.

Either we break out into the world again for Christ, or we are boinq to be
£ G vvv

swallowed ud by our own qreed and isolation, ’ikxt-an ovfit^nn

to find that this seminary, at least, is doinq somethinq about it
?

a*e reaching out in an American-Asian approach to a Pacific Basin Theoloqic-

al Network, out to where some 500 theoloqical schools are qrowinq and

spreadinq in a qreat arc alonq the rim of Asia from Japan to India. Rut

is consultation and dialogue enough? Me still need people. And the churches
WT cSwa^S w. it* oM yvw^uv*^

f
aJ( tv, ^ W•'( i%

there are asking for people, working partners,^ Some of you, I hone, will
^ &6Uy> 'tL* btwuptf jj

i\c.U •* Vjdvr*

give yourselves, not slaves like Thomas unwillingly dragged, but slaves of

Jesus Christ just the same, freely and joyfully obedient for service anywhere—
RoGattsc it's all the Master's world— "Jerusalem, Judaea, Samaria and away to

the ends of the earth".

Let me make one final point. Even if you do go to the uttermost
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But the lesson I learn from Thomas is that if my world is

limited to my own home city, or my own country, my world is too small.

Like Thomas's world. He wanted to stay home, in Jerusalem. Asia was too

far away. Our world too can be too small. We live in Asia, but so much
V- -i A

of our vision in Christian mission is concerned only with our home, Korea,

and the rest of Asia is too far away. But Jesus still commands "Go ye into

all the world". Most of us naturally will stay here in Korea. This is

part of our Christian world mission, but don't let your missionary vision

stay small. It is the whole world that needs the good news of God's

savinq love in Jesus Christ, and most of Asia is in far more desperate

fin'd*

need, both materially and spiritually, than Korea.

In Christian terms as well as in economic terms modern Korea

is a developed nation, not undeveloped. It is one of the bright spots on

the continent of Asia which holds 60% of all the people in the world.

Its development, physically, has been called an economic miracle. In

1975 the percapita income of Korea was 275,000 won a year ($550). By

1978, only three short years later, it had shot up to 620,000 won ($1242)

—

more than twice as much as it had been in 1975. Korea is now one of the

richest countries in Asia.

But so much of Asia is still desperately poor. In January Mrs.

Moffett and I were asked to spend ten days in Nepal, the little mountain

kingdom between India and Tibet, to speak at the 25th anniversary of the

opening of Protestant work there. In land area Nepal is 1^ times as big

as South Korea, but has only about a third as many people. Going from

Korea to Nepal I was shocked at the poverty I found there. They say that

Nepal is the second poorest country in the whole world, even poorer than Bangla-

desh. One half of all the babies born in Nepal die before they are five years

old. The average Nepali will only live to be 45; Koreans now expect to live

to 68. Nepal has no TV sets, and only 43 kilometers of railroad.
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An Improbable Model: Thomas, #3

John 11:11-16; 14:1-5; 20:24-29

One of the most memorable commencement addresses I U&te ever

heard was in a little junior high school out in the hills of rural

Korea. The principal, a dignified village elder, stood up to exhort the

graduates, and perhaps in deference to my presence as an American, he

told them, "Boys, I want you always to follow the example of Christopher

Columbus, the first president of the United States".

In somewhat the same reckless manner I am going to exhort you

to follow the example of St. Thomas who was, as we all know, a doubter.

To make matters worse, I am going to borrow from an old tradition which

treats history as loosely as the village elder handled Columbus and

makes Thomas not only a doubter, but also a pessimist, a foot-dragger

and an embezzler.

That, as a model for the ministry, is a little hard to defend.

I probably should have chosen John, so much more pious, or Peter the

Rock, or for a good dose of praxis theology, James the letter writer.

Not Thomas. And yet the picture of Thomasjhat comes through to me out

of a combination of the Bible record, and a less reliable source,

tradition, as a strangely moving picture of a real disciple, wrestling

with real doubts and a real call to ministry in an all too real and

troubled world.

Let me begin with the tradition. It is very old. It traces

back 1750 years to a document written perhaps as early as 200 AD, called

the Acts of Thomas. It may not be reliable as history, but as a legend,

and taken as a third century Christian parable, it still has something

to teach us about ministry in the 20th century.

For one thing, it teaches compassion, and a ministry without

compassion is no ministry of Jesus Christ. The story goes that when

Thomas finally reached India he came as a carpenter and servant of the

Indian King, Gundaphar, and was sent down country to build a palace for

the king. But as he looked about he saw more poor people and more



hungry people than he had ever seen in his life before. He forgot the

king's orders, he forgot his own career, and moved with compassion he

began to dip into the construction funds which he had been given in

order to buy food to feed the poor.

Needless to say he found himself in deep trouble. A royal

inspector came; the funds were gone; and the palace had not been built.

Thomas was thrown into prison as an embzezzler, to be executed in the

morning. At this point the author's imagination runs a little wild.

Tht night the king's brother died. His soul was caught up into the

abode of the dead. On the way he saw a great mansion. "Whose is that?"

he asks. "That", said the angels is a palace being built in heaven for

King Gundaphar by a slave named Thomas." "But my brother is goind to

execute him," the prince says. "I must stop him". And though it was

not the usual procedure, the angels let him appear to the King in a

vision, and he tells his brother, "Don't kill the Jewish slave. He

really is building you a palace, not a wooden one but an eternal one in

heaven". So Thomas is brought out of prison to explain the vision, and

stands up to preach the gospel to the King. The story ends happily and

romantically with the king believing and all his people with him.

Now don't get carried away. I told you the story is

apocryphal. Especially the embezzlement, and almost certainly the

conversion of the kingdom. That is no model for the ministry: instant

success and dubious means. The end doesn't justify the means and

sentiment is no substitute for integrity. But as a lesson in Christian

compassion and advocacy for the poor it makes its point. Yours won't be

much of a ministry if you are so busy obeying the mighty that you

neglect the poor, or if you feed yourself and forget the hungry. There

is hunger here in America, but remember that what America consumes every

year as it overfeeds its own two hundred million people, in Asia would

be an adequate diet for almost eight times that many, one billion five

hundred mi 1 1 ion.

So I choose Thomas as a model of compassion. A flawed model.

Compassion doesn't excuse the theft. But that's the trouble with
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Thomas. Every time he learns one lesson, he forgets another. He

learned compassion. He forgot obedience. He should have remembered how

he got to India in the first place. According to the legend it was not

out of compassion but by obedience, and a very reluctant obedience at

that.

In the opening chapter of the Acts of Thomas, the eleven

disciples in Jerusalem are trying to decide how to obey the Lord's last

command, "Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel." Sensibly,

they began by dividing up thke world into eleven parts, one for each

disciple. Then, as their custom was, they cast lots for the

assignments. India fell to Thomas. And Thomas, being Thomas, said, "I

won't go.." (if you will allow me to paraphrase) "I can't travel that

far." Then, thinking of a better excuse, he added, "Besides, I don't

speak Indian." Even when Jesus appeared to him in a vision and said,

"Go to India..", Thomas dug in his heels and refused to go. "Anywhere

else, Lord," he said, "but I'm not going to India."

A call without obedience is no more a Christian ministry than

a call without compassion. The point is not India. The point is that

when the Lord made clear what he wanted Thomas to do, he wouldn't do it.

The lesson would be the same if the Lord's call had been to Jerusalem.

Some years ago I was thrown into an international working

group on "The Missionary Obligation of the Church". It was an

unsettling experience. I was a missionary in Korea then, and they

wanted to know why I should be labelled a missionary and not the man

sitting next to me who happened to be a Christian and a professor in a

state university, as if by not going to Tibet he had somehow miserably

failed to answer God's call. They needled me with remarks like, "To be

a Christian carpenter is good; to be a Christian minister is holy; to be

a foreign missionary is holier than thou".

I could
A
arguer that there are functional differences between a

lay calling, and the ministry, and missionary service, but they were

absolutely right in insisting that the whole world , not just the third



world, is a waiting field for Christian service. Where in the world

that ministry will be is another matter. It becomes clear in various

ways, but only after the question of obedience is settled.

But obedience did not come easily to Thomas, and according to

this strange tradition I've been following, the Lord finally had to

take his reluctant disciple in hand, and sell him as a slave to an

Indian agent who had come looking for a carpenter to build a palace for

King Gundaphar. That shocked me when I first read it, until I realized

it is not as far from the thought of the New Testament as it seems.

Apostles, like Paul, frequently called themselves "the slaves of Jesus

Christ". But it was still a shock to Thomas, and when Jesus told him

what he had done, Thomas wrestled all night with himself before he could

finally bring himself to say, "Not my will but Thine be done". So

Thomas was taken off to India, a slave and a most reluctant missionary.

slmggXe-4flU-tb- himeJ^f^Jiinal ly sa-iri, "Not roy-wiVI r but -TTB-fle"

.

Strangely enough, it is often the reluctant disciples who make the best

ministers

.

They come to the decision hard, but once they decide to

follow the Master, they obey. If it is to be India, it's India; if

closer to home, then that is all right too. The nearer points are

often more difficult, always less glamorous, and, these days, sometimes

quite as untouched by Christian faith as are the traditional "unreached

fields". In a talk here in Princeton a few weeks ago George Gallup

mentioned some surprising facts that turned up in one of his polls on

religion in America. "8 in 10 [Americans] say they are Christians but

only half that number know who delivered the Sermon on the Mount. Most

Americans think the Ten Commandments are valid rules for living, but

many have a tough time recalling exactly what those rules are.. And for

[American] teenagers, of the greatest persons in history, Jesus ranks [a

poor] fifth."

But some, like Thomas,- need to be pushed to "the uttermost

parts of the earth". In sheer, mass statistics, that is still where the

weight of the world's hunger, poverty, fear, despair, both physical and
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But some of us, like Thomas, need to be pushed out to "the
A

uttermost parts of the earth". In sheer, mass statistics, that is still

where the weight of the world's need£ lie*-- hunger, poverty, fear, and

despair, both physical and spiritual. Choose almost any category you

can think of--food, freedom, factories, or the Christian faith--and we

here in America have squirreled away more than our fair share. Only 6%

of the world's people live in North America. 60% live in Asia.

Three-fifths of the world's teenagers live there. That means that

three-fifths of the world's future lies in Asia. But most of them live

in households with a cash income of less than $7 a head a week. 6

million of the world's disabled children are in North America; 88

million in Asia. And Asia, with over half of all the people in the

world, is the least Christian continent in the world.

But it was not statistics like these that, in the last

analysis, made Thomas an apostle and a model for ministry. Nor was it

compassion. Not even obedience. It was a convincing experience of

faith. He believed; and in believing he was changed.

Thomas started as a doubter. Even in the school of the

disciples (while it was in seminary, as it were) he was a doubter. You

know the story. "Unless I see in his hands the print of the anils...

and place my hands in his side, I will not believe." His model for

ministry at that point was big enough to allow him to become the

follower of a human Jesus, but too small for a Risen Lord.

We are all of us at times, I think, followers of Thomas the

doubter. You would be very unusual seminary students, and this would be

a most unusual seminary, if you are all graduating today with no more

doubts to shadow your ministry. Doubts will come and doubts will go.

But when doubt becomes chronic it takes the fiber out of the ministry.

According to the Gallup poll I mentioned, in the churches towhich most

of you will go, if they are tyupical American churches, two out of ten

of even the church-attending teenagers do not know the significance of

Easter for Christians. What then do ministers preach about on Easter?

Bunnies? Yes, we will have your doubts, and we need not be ashamed of
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them. Doubt is not the opposite of faith. The opposite of faith is

rejection, which is a very different thing, as some commentators point

out.

But don't swing to the other extreme and glamourize them.

Academic circles tend to idealize doubt as a sign of intellectual

maturity. It is not. Held too long in the Christian life, doubt is

more often a mark of spiritual impotence.

It was not doubt that finally made Thomas the father of

eastern Christianity. It was his faith. He broke through out of the

tight and paralyzing world of his very human doubts into God's large,

real world of faith and resurrection power and Christian action. He saw

the marks of the suffering servant in the hands and side of the risen

Lord, and he turned to Jesus with a cry of repentance and confession

that changed his life. "My Lord and my God". That cry changed more

than his ministry. It changed Thomas.

Mot all at once. There was a lot of the old Thomas still in

him. He still had to struggle on, from faith to obedience, and from

obedience to compassion. The ministry is a growing process. And as a

model for growth, you will not go far wrong if you take seriously the

example of that stubborn old disciple, the Apostle to Asia. Thomas

learned the hard way, but he learned. He learned that a ministry that

preaches in Jerusalem but has no concern for India, is too small. He

learned that a ministry to India that forgets the poor is too small. He

learned that a ministry which fills the earth with food but gives no

hope of heaven, is also small. But first of all, he learned that a

ministry for Jesus the Man, that does not find in Him also Christ the

risen Lord will always be too small. My prayer for you today is that

not one of you will leave Princeton for too small a ministry. Remember

Thomas

.



OUR GOD IS ABLE - Af?C ?

It cannot be repeated too often that this is a new day for the Church of
Jesus Christ. Back in China the Communists used to laugh at us. nYou Christians
are ^fashioned," the
But
We have a revolution of our own.
tte Christian Gh**reh.

,"they said. ^'When are you going to wake up to the new day."
o Qur-4iy is not the day of the Communist revolution^

has come -to

W4. UfXW Uflv

Others have already described that revolution. On the one side, the scourge
of God, the Communists descending like the Assyrians and Huns of old in Judgment

pr<aali=on complacent Christendom, ha^^tabbed .us--awake^la_ sc

in-^h±ch we live and preach. the Go sp#l . That is the b^aoic 1 side of the revolution.
But -4*e "other side, there is a glory that breaks through the darkness. It is
the glory of the rise of the younger churches. Now, for^ lih^first time in history,
we Protestants, have a world-wide church, a fellowhhip'^twenty-ei^ht minion strong
in lands aor-e^sg-ihe -s^as-wfoiah one hundred and sixty years ago na&, j«ot
Q on rr*l a ^ o 4" /«

W

1

1
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ch. Here* lies the hope of
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B«t Let me speak this afternoon
Aof uhe nevj day ’ pr-in»ea±y

H*!” u. Ww»t

ijjr £L

as the day of
beckoning challenge and a day of opening doors,

fbd "Ht "-{*r bf"

^For anyone who really knows world conditions it must seem ve*y presumptuo\t6 f
of me »4o .stand up-kare-aad, speaking of the world mission of the church, ''say n The
doors are wide open". Surely Everyone knows that these are the days of

A
the closing^

of doors. Travellers return from Africa and tell us of the Maufcpu and the
J**>

spreading rauc of racial tensions. "The white man will be out of Africa," they
say, "thrown out in three, four or five years." Not long ago I heard a missionary
from India say, '"Well we have perhaps ten more years in India." Ten more years to
work and then the revolution!

Most people agree that in Japan the days of widest opportunities are past.
People, once so eager after the disillusionment of defeat/, drink in the good news
of the forgiving love of God in Jesus Christy people who a few years ago were
storming the platforms at great evangelistic meetings to buy portions of the
Scriptures, - these people/aa»e no longer^so the Gospel, and national
pride is entering in^ once more disguised as an alternative to the Christian
faith.

it
In Latin America/ is Roman Catholic persecution that is closing doors. After

centuries of decay the Soman Church is belatedly stirring itself to meet the threat
of the full Gospel, and is trying in every consceivable way to hinder the progress
of the small but growing Evangelical Churches. Some time age I received this letter
from a friend in Colombia:

"Dear Friends:

Home again and at we*»k worship this Sunday morning in the Ibague Presbyterian
Church We are reading responsively from John 'My peace I give unto
you.* Peace | There is not much of it in Colombia..... (in.the pew in
front of me sits e»s? Arturo Gahona concentrating hard on /threading.
He has found the peace of Christ. Six months ago a gang of ten national
police armed with rifles and niachine guns atkeked his house near Villa-
vicencio and/to the7 cry of 'Long liye the Vorgin* and 'Down with
the Protestants! 1 killed three of his sons, two grandchildren and his
daughter- in-law

"Over on the women's side of the congregation I see Gonzalo Garcia
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sitting beside a senorita. Gonzalo is only twenty- two, but he
has already&ui'fered for hi| faith. In Mariquita, Tolima, last
June, he and three othersAseiVed by the national police while in
a young people* s meeting in their church. In the sanctuary they
were beaten with gun butts until they were covered with blood.
Then they were marched off to the police barracks for four hours
of torture. They were beaten, whipped and clubbed. Time after
time they were dumped in a tank of dirty water. They were rolled
naked through the hot ashes of burning rice chaff. They had to
burn their own Bibles. They were cursed for corrupting the
people with Protestant doctrines. They were forced to drink from
a latrine and to eat filth. Some of the things they endured cannot
be mentioned. Gonzalo needs only to return to the Roman Catholic
Church to save himself from any further difficulties. .. .Where are
we? In the Dark Ages?"..,.

v<» ft. ^ Cl-OK^ <Lcrv4

h Racial tensions, rising nationalisms, political Roman Catholicism ancL-ef
Gouree Communism,-all these power forces are closing the door on the free
proclamation of the Gospel. And there is finally, of course, the echoing
horror of thenolecule whose tiny powers, unleashed and large, can slam
the door in grim conclusion on this whole human race. It—is a-day ofd-oei-n^

it—*i*l. ^When I went to China—• With all the optimism of a new missionary
1 was convinced that we need only to proclaim the liberating truth of the love
of God in Jpsns nhrH«;+. on H all PU-inr. rr, + 'U ^ 1 ml _ _

’
_ . , ,,

y

To me, naturally, China is the -Wt symbol of it-a±l. When
in 19U7 the doors were wide open. TT- J-'- 11 • •

of God in Jesus c^ris^and all China might be saved.**! j$T was not altogether
an empty optimism*. Gur_inissionaries were loved throughout the land; the Church.. — -throughout
was growing and China* s Christrarrs-rising. to. reach-- own country for
Jesus Christ. No wonder we were optimistee* ©^^f^t-wsaslin 19R7. In 19k8

taicen^by the Commifeis'-t^ ^
.cn—±—had given my life -for

an-embeseler dliWe
1-

pushed out o£
Chp£s£-*f*d the door slammed shut behind me. ^ ,
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“GIVE US MORE
JOHN GLENNS!”*

“If I ascend up into heaven thou art there."

Psalm 139:8

“/ am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ."

Romans 1:16

Unlike most public speakers, I

must confess that I have not always
found cab drivers in New York City

to be fountains of wisdom or oracles

of understanding concerning the com-
plex issues of modern life. I will,

however, remember last Tuesday for

a long, long time. I entered a cab at

Sixty-third and Madison Avenue to

make my way downtown to the Chase
Manhattan Plaza in the very heart of

Wall Street. I wasn’t in the cab more
than a moment or two when I noticed

that on the sun visor the driver had
clipped a picture of Colonel John
Glenn and had lettered over it “He’s
My Boy.” This inscription amused
me, for the driver didn’t look like a

Presbyterian and yet he was claiming

John Glenn as “His Boy.”

I soon discovered that the parents

• Preached by Dr. Robert J. Lamont, Sunday
morning:, March 11, 1962, and broadcast over Radio
Station KDKA.
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of the cab driver had come from the
Ukraine region of Soviet Russia and
as a child he had fled with them to the
safety and freedom of the West. There
wasn’t any doubt about it that Colonel
Glenn was a very important man
in his life. I was sure from the way
he would take off after stopping for

a red light that at the very least this

driver was really a frustrated astro-

naut. He drove with fury and with a
positively uncanny knowledge of just
how much room he needed not to “hit
that keyhole in the sky,” but to pull

into spaces which seemed to me im-
possible of accommodating a racing
cab. Yes, sir! This relatively new
American had taken John Glenn into
his heart and had taken John Glenn’s
astounding feat of orbiting the world
as a very personal triumph—“He’s
My Boy.”

In what seemed like a very short
time, or an eternity, depending on the
traffic that was negotiated by the
careening cab, I was deposited at the
entrance to the Chase National Bank.
I had an appointment on behalf of
our General Assembly with Mr.
George Champion, the President of
Chase Manhattan National Bank.
There on the seventeenth floor of one
of the world’s most handsome build-

4

ings, I was greeted by Mr. Champion.
After the reason for my visit had
been discussed, Mr. Champion, like

everyone else in America, turned the
conversation to Colonel John Glenn.
“This space experience showed Amer-
ica at her finest to a watching and
critical world.” Then he went on to

say, “I hope we can interpret this

achievement as much more than a
scientific break-through. Let us tell

the world that in John Glenn and his

family the real foundation of our
way of life can be seen.”

I, perhaps less than anyone, am
qualified to speak out of first hand
knowledge or personal experience
concerning the man John Glenn and
his love for his family, his country
and his God. But like most every one
I have met, the naturalness of the
man in his love, faith and skillful

daring has been like a revival of the
very heart that is in each one of us.

Since all of the world has come to

know Colonel John Glenn, let us exalt

in what he is and glory in what he
has done and let us pray “God give

us more John Glenns.”

I. Humor

America needs a revival of good
clean spontaneous humor. When was

5
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the last time that you looked up from

your evening newspaper long enough

to really see the faces of the other

people crowded into the bus with

you? Tired, burdened, anxious eyes

scan the headlines for some hint of

insight into the seemingly unanswer-

able problems of our day. It is rare

indeed but exhilarating too when

merry, relaxed eyes return your

glance. We seem to have lost, in part

at least, our ability to laugh at our-

selves and our world.

Surely the ready smile, the clean,

keen sense of humor which seems to

have characterized John Glenn, even

as a teenager, has won him a refresh-

ing place in our hearts. Who will ever

forget his voice echoing through

space as he approached Australia on

his third orbit around the world, ask-

ing that the “brass” be notified that

he had put in his four hours of flying

time and was entitled to his flight

pay for the month?

At the close of one of New York's

wildest and most uninhibited ticker

tape parades, Colonal Glenn was guest

of honor at a tremendous luncheon

and reception at the Waldorf Astoria

Hotel. Then the rose-clad Lord Mayor
of Perth, Australia, Sir Henry How-
ard, brought greetings. It was he who

6

had ordered the city’s lights turned

on to hail Glenn in his flight. The
astronaut acknowledged Sir Henry’s

presence at the reception, thanked

him most kindly and quipped, “I was
afraid he might have brought the

light bill with him.” This spontaneous

personal gaiety comes only when a

man is at ease with himself and his

place in God’s world. At long last,

after being honored in every way in

Washington, New York, The United

Nations, John and Annie Glenn re-

turned to their home town of New
Concord, Ohio, the home of Mus-
kingum College—the alma mater of

John Glenn. After a parade which

New Concord will never forget, the

entire town was invited to ceremonies

in the College Gym. The invitations

were issued with practical impartial-

ity, two to each family on the local

gas meter list. In the Gym better than

1600 people heard the Mayor, the Col-

lege President and the Governor of

Ohio vie with each other in honoring

John and Annie Glenn. Glenn learned

for the first time that a new high

school, a section of the State highway

system and even the Gym had been re-

named for him. After the happiest

time anyone could remember in the

newly named “John H. Glenn, Jr.
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Physical Education Building,” Glenn

told the crowd, with that same touch

of humor and humanity which he dis-

played everywhere he went, ‘‘Be sure

you clean up my gymnasium real

good.” How we need to cultivate that

ability to break out into spontaneous

joy and fun. No one should be pos-

sessed of a hearty happy response to

life more than Christian Americans
who have the joy of the Lord in their

hearts.

II. Faith In God

To express publicly his faith in Al-

mighty God was not something new
for John Glenn. As far back as the

first press conference in 1959 when
the seven Astronauts were presented

to America and to the world, John
Glenn said, “If I use the talents and
capabilities I happen to have been

given, to the best of my ability, I

think there is a power greater than I

am who will certainly see that I am
taken care of if I do my part of the

bargain.”

John Glenn began his dangerous

mission with the inner assurance
which, with his rigid training, steeled

his nerves. He was confident that,

when he and the technicians had done
their best to honor God and to follow

the laws of nature, the finest results

8

would be forthcoming. His faith

never wavered. It had been nurtured
from boyhood in a Christian home, it

had grown stronger in the Christian
Church and in a Christian College, it

had proved itself in combat in the
South Pacific and Korea.

It was natural then when Sen-
ator Alexander Wiley in Washington
asked him about his “thought on
faith” that Glenn replied without any
enbarrassment “I can’t say that while
in orbit you sit there and pray. It’s

a very busy time ... my religion is

not a fire engine type of religion

—

not one to be called on in an emer-
gency and then put God back in the

woodwork. My peace has been made
with my Maker for a number of

years, so I had no particular worries
along that line.”

What a thrilling testimony to come
from any man’s lips! Like Paul the

Apostle, Colonel Glenn “was not
ashamed of the gospel of Christ.” His
faith had indeed come out of a Chris-

tian home where the things of Christ

were honored. The Evangelical Press
Service quoted a minister friend of

the Glenns as saying, “There’s no
doubt about it, John is a born again
Christian.” This minister went on to

say that it was his own father who

9
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had been used of the Lord to lead

John Glenn’s father to Christ, many
years ago. “And the conversion of the
entire family soon followed.” There
in that family the gracious influences
of the Holy Spirit were to be found.

John Glenn’s mother said, on the
news of his safe pick-up by the De-
stroyer “Noa,” “I am so very very
thankful to God for the safety and
success of his mission.” And it was
John H. Glenn, Sr., who expressed his

joy with “We’re a Christian family
and it thrilled us to hear John give
testimony of his Christian faith.”

What an example this family has set

for Christian America to bear witness
to the faith which we have in the Lord
Jesus Christ. Surely the strength of
America is the Christian character
of her people.

Let it be remembered also, that
Colonel Glenn and his family were
active church people. Though he
moved many times in the course of
his military career, he and his fam-
ily always found a church of their
choice in any new community. Glenn
has always been an active leader in
the work of Christ. He was a trustee
in one church, taught a boys Sunday
School class in another and was a
choir singer (tenor) in another. Re-
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porters still remember the time when
Glenn came out of church at Cocoa
Beach and chided them for not being
“in there to hear what the minister
was saying.” He has not paraded his

religion, but he has demonstrated
that the Gospel of Christ wears well
even in a space capsule travelling at

17,500 miles per hour.

At the Little Falls United Presby-
terian Church in Arlington, Virginia,

the entire family—John, Annie, Da-
vid and Lyn were involved in the
total life of the Church. Colonel Glenn
spoke from the pulpit on Laymen’s
Sunday. He and Annie Glenn were
counselors at a weekend family
church camp. Who can possibly plead
the excuse that they are “too busy”
to serve Christ in the Church in the
light of the unaffected example set

by the whole Glenn family?

President Kennedy at a prayer
breakfast in Washington, D.C., on
March 1, said, “I believe yesterday
we saw an interesting contrast in the

response which Colonel Glenn made,
as to whether he had prayed. And he
said that he had not, that he had
made his peace with his Maker many
years before. And the statement made
by Titov in which during his flight,

as he flew over the Soviet Union he
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realized, he said, the wonders of the

communist system. I preferred Colo-

nel Glenn’s answer because I thought

it was so solidly based, in his own

life, in his activities in his church,

and I think reflects a quality which

we like to believe and I think we can

believe is much a part of our Ameri-

can heritage.”

III. Patriotism

A national news magazine writes

‘‘On Capitol Hill, Glenn easily wowed

the assembled Congress, the Supreme

Court (which was too busy to attend

the President’s State of the Union ad-

dress in January), the Cabinet, the

military brass and the diplomatic

corps. He spoke to the solemn, jam-

packed meeting as naturally and mat-

ter-of-factly as if he were the star

quarter-back explaining Saturday’s

big victory to school and alumni. His

unabashed patriotism went right to

the hearts of the dignitaries: ‘‘I’m

certainly glad to see that pride in our

country and its accomplishments is

not a thing of the past. I still get a

real hard-to-define feeling when the

flag goes by.”

Evidently this warm-hearted love

for his country was always in Glenn’s

heart. It was in 1942 that Glenn left

12

Muskingum College to become a na-

val aviation cadet. Upon graduation,

John was assigned to a flight squad-

ron and soon sent to the Marshall

Islands. In 1944, First Lieutenant

John H. Glenn began a career in the

Central Pacific that won him a total

of five Distinguished Service Flying

Crosses and an Air Medal with eight-

een clusters. Later in 1953, Glenn

flew bombing and strafing missions

in Korea and was credited with down-
ing three MIGS.

America needs a revival of hon-

est, balanced patriotism—the kind we
have seen in Colonel Glenn. Josiah

Gilbert Holland was seeking this for

his country when he wrote at the time

of the Civil War:

‘‘THE DAY’S DEMANDS”
‘‘God give us men! A time like this

demands

Strong minds, great hearts, true faith

and ready hands;

Men whom the lust of office does not

kill;

Men whom the spoils of office can-

not buy;

Men who possess opinions and a will;

Men who have honor—men who
will not lie;
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Men who can stand before a dema-

gogue

And damn his treacherous flat-

teries without winking;

Tall men, sun-crowned, who live

above the fog

In public duty and in private think-

ing;

For while the rabble, with their

thumb-worn creeds,

Their large professions and their lit-

tle deeds,

Mingle in selfish strife, lo ! Freedom
weeps,

Wrong rules the land, and waiting

Justice sleeps.”

“Righteousness exalteth a nation:

but sin is a reproach to any people.”

(Proverbs 14 :34)

IV. Love For His Family

The whole nation has rejoiced that

at last we have a national hero who
loves his wife and family with an un-

failing love. One reporter tried to re-

port the facts and his own emotional

response to that day in Washington
when Colonel Glenn addressed a joint

meeting of Congress

:

Hailed as a hero and a master

of the myriad machines of a mys-
terious trade, he was also a vot-

14

ing, tax-paying, hard-working

citizen. He was Annie’s husband,

Lyn and David’s dad, and Clara

Glenn’s son.

He introduced them all, tak-

ing over proceedings as no king

or queen or prime minister ever

had done when invited to address

the Congress. “If my parents
would stand up, please. My dad

and mother. My wife’s mother

.... (her father) Dr. Castor is

up there in the third row, I’m

told. There he is! My son and

daughter . . . and the real rock in

our family, my wife Annie.”

Annie, wearing the little lapel

pin her husband had carried

three times around the world

with him, stood up. Proud,
poised, the first American to

orbit earth looked at her fondly

and conjured up a vision not of

stellar space but of the tough

unity of westward-moving wag-
on trains as he said, “I’m real

proud of her.”

It had evidently always been “An-
nie” for John Glenn, As one of his

teenage friends said, “All the other

girls liked Johnny, but he had eyes

only for Annie from the beginning.”

John Glenn saw in his wife the
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stability and strength which keeps a

family lovingly together in the will

of God under all sorts of pressures.

Surely part of the influence that Mrs.
Glenn had in her husband's life came
from her faith in the Lord Jesus

Christ. “On Christ the solid rock I

stand” was a great reality in her re-

ligious experience. Her love and pray-
ers followed John in training, in war,
in endless separations as he followed

orders across America to the South
Pacific, back again, then on to Korea,
then back to America, etc. But how
splendidly they dicovered that “love

never fails”—not their love for each
other nor God’s love for them both.

Whenever she moved, whether
Colonel Glenn was home or not, the
Glenn family could be found at wor-
ship in the Church of God. The Glenn
family would be sharing in the life

and outreach of the people of God.
Their church loyalty was the natural

outgrowth of the part Christian faith

played in their own lives. During the
evenings when the father is home
they have a family altar where the
Word of God is read and family pray-
ers are said. Like other families that
pray and play and stay together, the
Glenns have some little traditions

which mean much to them. Every

16

year at Christmas a birthday cake is

baked for Jesus, to remind all who
enter their home of the birth of the

Saviour.

No wonder Colonel Glenn could say

without parading his religion, “I rely

on the power of prayer.” Why not?

There were prayers in the home of

his parents, prayers with his wife
and children, prayers by his pastor

with the waiting family as their dear

one orbited the globe
;
prayers on the

successful accomplishment of his mis-

sion in outer space. It was all very

natural, for the Glenns had God in

their hearts and in their home.

Who can give us more John
Glenns? The answer rests with Chris-

tian parents and the homes they es-

tablish; with pastors and churches
where faith is nurtured and Jesus

Christ is honored
; with Christian col-

leges where character is formed and
thought is molded.

The Psalmist said, “If I ascend up
into heaven, thou art there.” (Psalm
139:8) John Glenn added, “He’ll be
wherever we go,” evidently remem-
bering the words of our Saviour, “Lo,

I am with you always even unto the

end of the world.” (Matthew 28:20)
Yes, with YOU even unto the end.
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1 Not six months ago there went out of ray life all that had made it warm and

happy and beautiful. My beloved wife died of cancer, and I lost her who meant

more to me than life itself—yes, in those agonizing weeks there were times when

I felt she meant more to me than faith itself, and all my hope of eternal life.

And then she was gone, and I was left, and how could I still trust God; how could

there be faith. When the clear, pure lovelinessof the snow melts away there is

only mud. But no, there is more than mud. There is also the sun, that even as it

melts away the snow begins to bring forth beneath the mud the loveliness that shall

be in the spring. I can truly say that there was more than anguish in those dark

weeks, and there is more than loneliness in the world for me now, there is also

the warming sun, the Word of God, and the God who keeps his Word. As I look back

at the weeks we spent in the hospital I remenber best the times we read the Bible

together. Every day, clear up to the end, ny wife would repeat in her soft

Southern way, the 103rd Psalm:

But does he heal all our diseases? Those are confident words, and we took them

as ours. But are they true? So we turned next to the gospels and during those

weeks we read together every record we could find of how our Lord healed the

sick in the hills and in the cities of the Holy Land. I had forgotten how full

the gospels are of miracles of healing. Mark is healing from beginning to end.

So we prayed together, then, knowing that the Lord could heal her.

But didn't that make it worse? After all, he didn't heal her. No, it

didn't make it worse. The Word of God did two things for us there, first, it

brought us through the long dark days not with a spirit of despair, but with a

feeling of expectancy and confidence. C3e ar up to the end we knew that the

Lord could heal her, and that buoyed us up with hope, immediate hope, and we

trusted Him. And when He did not teal her, and the darkness came in close and

cold, then there was still His Word to warm and comfort me,—to tell me that there

is a greater miracle than the miracle of healing. There is the Resurrection.

0 death where is thy sting; 0 grave where is thy victory. 1 '

And now, through the lonely, empty months I have found I am not alone.

1 have a friend, who says in His Word, he will never leave me nor forsake me.

And I have a shepherd:

"The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures; he leadeth me beside the

still waters. He restoreth my soul.

He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his name's sake.

Yea tho I walk thru the valley of the shadow of death I will fear

no evil; for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.

That is what the Bible means to me: warmth, comforting warmth for my soul.

But remember, there was more than warmth in the little fruit-sellers proof

that the Bible is the Word of God. "It warms and lights rry ® ul," she said.

What does the Bible mean to me: it means light. "Thy word," says the Psalmist, "is
a lamp unto my feet and a light unto ray path."

/

Bless the Lord 0 ny s) ul, and all that is within me, bless

his holy name. Bless the Lord 0 my soul, and forget not all

his benefits; who forgiveth all thine iniquities; who healeth

all tly diseases...

CLL ( f *- ^ Mjpa
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I.

Theme: The Christian Mission in a. Revolutionary World

Friday, July 29, 1955

The Call to Worship

Hymn: "We’ve A Story To Tell To The Nations" - No* 261

Responsive Reading: Psalm 46; Matthew 24:6, l'
7
;- 14

God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.

THEREFORE WILL NOT WE FEAR, THOUGH THE EARTH BE REMOVED, AND THOUGH THE MOUNTAINS

BE CARRIED INTO THE MIDST OF THE SEA;

Though the waters thereof roar and be troubled, though the mountains shake with

the swelling thereof.
THERE IS A RIVER, THE STREAMS WHEREOF SHALL MAKE GLAD THE CITY OF GOD, THE HOLY PLACE

OF THE TABERNACLES OF THE MOST HIGH.

God is in the midst of her; she shall not be moved: God shall help her, and that

right early.

THE HEATHEN RAGED, THE KINGDOMS WERE MOVED; HE UTTERED HIS VOICE, THE EARTH MELTED.

The Lord of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge.

COME, BEHOLD THE WORKS OF THE LORD, WHAT DESOLATIONS HE HATH MADE IN THE EARTH.

He maketh wars to cease unto the end of the earth; he breaketh the bow, and cutteth

the spear in sunder; he burn th the chariot in the fire*

BE STILL, AND KNOW THAT I JVM GOD: I WILL BE EXALTED AMONG THE HEATHEN, I WILL BE

EXALTED IN THE EARTH*

The Lord of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge*

AND YE SHALL HEAR OF WARS AND RUMOURS OF WARS : SEE THAT YE BE NOT TROUBLED: FOR ALL

THESE THINGS MUST COME TO PASS, BUT THE END IS NOT YET.

But he that shall endure unto the end, the same shall be saved.

AND THIS GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM SHALL BE PREACHED IN ALL THE WORLD FOR A WITNESS UNTO

ALL NATIONS: AND THEN SHALL THE END COME.

Hymn: "O Jesus, I Have Promised" - No, 265

Prayer

:

1* For God T s blessing upon this World Mission Conference - that every speaker,

every Conference leader, and every participant may be under the Holy Spirit’s

direction and control.

2. That every missionary home on furlough, or retired from active service may re-

ceive spiritual refreshment and strengthening.

3* That we may understand more clearly the world revolution of our time and the

power of the Gospel to right every wrong, meet every need, and save every soul

that will believe.

4* For Missions in the Far East - Japan, Korea, Formosa*

For Christians in Communist China.

Benediction
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little denomination seemed to cere about the world. They were the

Moravians. They were the fanatd '

1 ti V ge. 'hey 1 1 the

yl lieve that people were people wherever they are, and

wherever they are they t rod's love, and wit

thej re, ttiej lost#
1,1

s Leved in a world mission—out poor

souls they were clinging almost alone to the edges of unreached

continents.

U -'Uy took faith, then, to sing, "Jesus 1^4,
the • sun, does his successive journeys run." Today, \n» «s

p*
* ^ v

Follow the sun •_ 1 the world. You can do it by commercial

airline in It2 hours# Try to find a country ' s are

Christians. You can’t do it. Even where there .re no organized

, even,wh< re missionaries are turned away with guns, or turned

out '

_ iie/"«rthe faith is a forbidden faith—even there you will

*ind 'CliristS s . - aps two, handful, per ps

Foreig ?s, t fcto ' _
3 there, 1, the^ g

' -

the oldest and strongest and ' pr 1 fellowship 1

r sees known, the people of ^od, the Church of Jesus Christ#

We still have the two worlds,’ heathen and Christian, but you can

no longer divide them geographically—not today—not in an age

Csland oldiers,and qung

Venezuelans spar! w 1
’

rchf'tl si ts on it. "The great new fact of our time," it

has been called.

And yet, that is not the fact • ith that Jrove out

sang in the little church behind the bamboo curtain#

The fact tl t g us strength was not that the Church exists, but
( ^

that Jgsus reigns 1 {%. ^ ^ 4* ^ * U* l

"
,u ' l,L

There is a^difference. The Church, you know, can be wiped out—
t\ visible Church, the Church on which the sun shines. It has happened

before.—in Worth Africa. It can happen again. _ Korea, in some places,

our 1 n guns have practically wiped it out.

isited littl g r Seoul reccntlyj^and w$*otc

us about it. The village wai ji .

had to cross the Han river on

y
’ w " ^ ,

pi 195 • ^he letter told me

I hadn't known, something I almost wish I didn't know now.

H . tl t if i ole Lg guns 1 trai ed on a t rget

ahd exploded simultaneously Sy.a timing mechanism, the p rcussive

is much yrc -ter .
droppedia one by one on the area.

Th .t i 3d to I gju. It w bloc cing the way. It was held

by oommunists. bo the ig g their' snout unison,

and the electrical timers pushed off the shells in one great blinding

fiery blast that virtually wiped that little village off b hills#

Of the 70 Christian homes in tl g , 67 were completely

destroyed. That left 3, 3 out of 70. The little church bad

ly z ling when the dust had cleared, but even there

bl 3t damage 2 ,

'

' nid walls- began te orimible.
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I wonder what a thing like that would do to an American ch

w A mrican community. ^asKfemfia:7&<^<yfflQDorx^^ • 5? out of

every 70 of you without homes, perhaps dead, No pastor. The church
fallinr down. It can hapoen. The church can be blasted off the face

of the earth. s not what happened in Hangju.

The homes were gone, yes—the minister gone, the ch going
But two elders and a deacon were left. And the LordJ And those 3

lan, si id my brother, who could scarcely believe his eyes, were

holding- two meetings on Sunday rind a prayer, meeting every Wednesday

evening. Devastation and death and crumbling walls around them

—

their homes not even yet rebuilt*? it 8C

lesjfi 5H fi mrgjT
'hot i 3u: LtTr' ands,

priesthoo^^r all believers,

lord who reigns.

~ ’ t isaiv'erst nd me^tney loved the Church, ndthey were

organized—they vie _ twp^efders md a deacon. But their faith, and

ir strength, 'ay, the Lord.

t ,
'

dionah . when even the three laymen ar
That o n happen, too. dorthTof trie parallel the eneiry was very
thorough, -hat the big guns missed, and the ebb and flow of battle

left behind, the police took care of with a thoroughness and ^
ruthlessness that only science and education ha«8 made possible.

One case can be typical of thousands. They too^: the poor man

and bound him and beat him. They gave him at last the choice of

renouncing his faith in Jesus Christ, or being shot, and he looked

up at them for a moment, dazed and bleeding. Then he said, with all

the strength that was left within him, "Alive or dead, I am Jesus

ChrisVs man."
LiXc

y shot him, of course, fBut was the Church really wiped out?

t y imunists? All they could do was

kill him—and dead, just as he said, he is still Jesus Christ f s man,

and the Lord still reigns.

There is another hymn they sing out there:

"Faith of our fathers, living still
In spite of dungeon, fire and sword..."

The faith lives... and the Lord reigns. .. .and to Him be all glory

in the church, throughout all ages, world without end,

and what moru do we needto drive out fear and send us forth

from tl jlace into a fed brld which shall^et be his Kingdom.
* * . L *uc/
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CONVICTION OF SIN

Fy sin cost Jesus His blood; has it cost me tears? The Father forsook His Son when He

became sin for me, sin that broke Him. Is it leaving me whole?

Sin caused Him to bow His head. Am I still unbowed? My sin covered His face with

and blood; does it cover mine with shame?
troubled.

I.Iy sin caused Him agony. Am I still at peace? My sin caused His soul to be troubled.

Is mine at rest?'

My sin pierced His side# Has it pierced my soul?

My sin rent His heart. Has it broken nine?
, q+rinned before God?

My sin stripped His body before the crowd. Has my soul been PP

Has ny sin cost me sleepless hours as it did Him?

Has my sin cost me tears as it did Him?

Has my sin cost me one meal? He fasted#

Being sin-sick means: a mind so troubled 1 cannot sleep; a heart so heavy 1 cannot talk,

Jhe oily ifng^ge a groan; a body so burdened 1 have no desire for food.

in the Presence of ^God
God before their eyos ,. Korn. 3:8

21 6ars “ "ears "that hear no ‘fcn Eze * 12:2

eiv lips - "unclean" Isa# 6:5

Sy tends - “do evil with both hands" Micah 7:2

ny hHT - "their feet run to evil" Prov. 1:16

rrvy heart - "deceitful above all things Jer. 17.9
ealled me

How could He have wept over me with H^s jps, lxs* e“®d
.^th^His feetploTSd me with all

with His li£S, lifted me up with His hands, sought me with His leex,

His heart ?
4

.

Let ny first prayer not be, "Lord, fill ne," but"Lcrd, empty me" (of my sin); not "Lord,

cleanse me," but "Lord, break me."

The most deeply broken is pot of necessity the most sinful; he is the one aho g

God the fullest opportunity to search and probe.

the sins of defeated ones and weeps for them. It hates am xne

sees it is doing#

Where there is a conviction of sin there is no ™g®“^’nJt'broken
1

1'kn^nothing^f
God in service, in prayer, and in obedience, but il ! an

a conviction of sin.

The woman who was a sinner took the LOWEST p
^
a=®

> ^vile^I cannot
S
speik.

"

feet. Job took that place (in dust and ashes) crying, X an viie,

David did likewise, "My heart is so pained.
„chief of sinners."

Paul foil to the ground and came to see himself as t

From the notes of Aletta Naude Jacobsz, the woman led of God to
f • nYlifeSat oAhe

nissiomries of Korea which spread to the native
JJ®/

North Atlantic in the spring of 1942, peacefully an
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QDaklattii Jlark fmibytman (Ctyurrlf

(Oakland Park Avrtutt at Sroaktoag Platr

(HolumbuB, (9t|io

RAYMOND E. DRONSFIELD
MINISTER June 15, 1945,

Dear Mr. Griswold;

Pour or five of our Westminster Fellowship came back

from Summer Conference enthusiastic about Youth Budget. The

Stewardship Commission organized a Youth Budget Committee to

make a further study with our own situation in mind. They

were convinced that it could be done and set about working out

the details.

I won’t give you all the details but there were several

interesting things that came to light. We went to the church

treasurer to get the total amount the church received through

pledges from the children and youth the year before. Then,

the Sunday School treasurer gave us the total received in

offerings in the children’s and youth departments. We wanted

to be sure Sunday School and Church didn’t lose anything by

supporting the Y. B.. We added some for Youth work, building

fund, and benevolence and set as our goal $ 650.00. The

Sunday School as a whole (adult departments included) had

reported $ 861.00 total receipts the year before. That made

$ 650 look big.

With our facts and figures in hand we went to the Session

and the committee did an admirable job of selling and explaining.

Th©y had all the answers. The Session granted permission to

go ahead. The Committee decided that something more than

pretty speeches would have to be used to sell the Sunday School

Board and Sunday School members. A skit was worked out and

produced. It was nothing very serious, just a lot of fun,

but it was convincing. The canvass came next.

The campaign was organized and started. The first intimation

that we had set our mark low came in a pre-campaign meeting

held at Westminster Fellowship one evening. After some pep talks

pledge cards were circulated and we discovered at the close of

the meeting that the first 15 pledges totaled $ 300 whichw as

almost half the budget. From then on things happened fast. The

canvass chairman would stop me on the street, call me out of

meetings, phone me to report progress. In no time the budget

had been met and passed and the latest report was that over

$ 1200 in pledges had been received. They are still coming in.

This convinced even those adults who were sure we “wouldn’t be

able to pay for supplies .

The satisfaction comes to the minister, not primarily in

the over-pledged budget, but in the new tone of appreciation

with which the young people say our church". Any church ought

to be willing to subsidize the Y. B. program, if necessary,

for its high spiritual and educational value. I’m all for it.

Sincerely yours.
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$ljt GDaklanb Park Prrabgtrrian dl^urrli

(Oakland park Aurnm at SroaiUnag Plarr

(ColumbuB. Gtyio

RAYMOND E. DRON8FIELD
minister June 15, 1945,

Dear Mr* Griswold;

Pour or five of our Westminster Fellowship came back
from Summer Conference enthusiastic about Youth Budget, The
Stewardship Commission organized a Youth Budget Committee to
make a further study with our own situation in mind. They
were convinced that it could be done and set about working out
the details.

I wdn’t give you all the details but there were several
interesting things that came to light. We went to the church
treasurer to get the total amount the church received through
pledges from the children and youth the year before. Then,
the Sunday School treasurer gave us the total received in

offerings in the children 1 s and youth departments. We wanted
to be sure Sunday School and Church didn’t lose anything by
supporting the Y, B.. We added some for Youth work, building
fund, and benevolence and set as our goal $ 650.00. The
Sunday School as a whole (adult departments included) had
reported $ 861.00 total receipts the year before. That made

$ 650 look big.

With our facts and figures in hand we went to the Session
and the committee did an admirable job of selling and explaining.
They had all the answers. The Session granted permission to
go ahead. The Committee decided that something more than
pretty speeches would have to be used to sell the Sunday School
Board and Sunday School members. A skit was worked out and
produced. It was nothing very serious, just a lot of fun,
but it was convincing. The canvass came next.

The campaign was organized and started. The first intimation
that we had set our mark low came in a pre-campaign meeting
held at Westminster Fellowship one evening. After some pep talks

pledge cards were circulated and we discovered at the close of

the meeting that the first 15 pledges totaled f 300 whichw as

almost half the budget. From then on things happened fast. The
canvass chairman would stop me on the street, call me out of
meetings, phone me to report progress. In no time the budget
had been met and passed and the latest report was that over

$ 1200 in pledges had been received. They are still coming in.

This convinced even those adults who were sure we "wouldn’t be

able to pay for supplies .

The satisfaction comes to the minister, not primarily in

the over-pledged budget, but in the new tone of appreciation
with which the young people say our church". Any church ought

be willing to subsidize the Y. B. program, if necessary,

[
fpr its high spiritual and educational value. I’m all for it.

Sincerely yours.UJ.1U/D1 OX J J OUi O ,
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Lenten Devotional, 1994.
For "A Drying Tear: Signs of a Covenant"
Sam Moffett

Third Week in Lent.
The roots of conflict. James 4: 8-10.
Dry your tears? How?

A spirit of divisiveness is tearing at our church. Some

blame it on sin, as if diagnosis is a cure. Some weep, but think

nothing can be done about it. James disagrees. He says, in

effect, if it is sin it is wrong, but there is a cure; and though

sin indeed is in all of us, tears won't wash it away* But there

are two things we can do about it.

First comes repentance. Until tears of repentance clean out

the roots of anger in our hearts, they will twist and grow and

stifle the church into impotence. We must join in the public

confession of the battered post-war church of Germany: "We know

ourselves to be with our people in a great company of suffering,

but also in a great solidarity of guilt."

More than the heart, however, needs changing. James adds

the practical admonition, "Cleanse your hands". Repentance is a

hands-on matter, As has b^en said, it is not just being sorry;

it is being sorry enough to quit. Then we can dry our tears and

begin to help. We are forgiven.

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Jan. 15, 1994



Tha God *‘ho lioelt*

arm, oigh to God, and to will draw nieh^to you.

Concur* tola ware* with a atotoaant flato

«nse ’»<<«
,
MTt le not easy to find toe

Fatter «utd Creator* of oil oxiotmoo, aad

whan ho to found It it Uossible to aato

Ms know to all."

She diffweaoo tote»«* Kioto's wistful ooa«»

e
&int tad Cano's glad aoauraaoo ia toe difreronaa

twaon the ahadosa of philosophy and the strong

sunlight of too goapel, toteoas amidM reason

and reason uadergirddd with faith.

You or* wrong, * late. It io not hard to find

tea father and Creator, for tea father sent hit o«n

t<9 fcri»g ttf tO
iS you or® woag *&*!&# Hat®# X* is »ot

possibl® to mafce HUi know* to *11 »«u ***• Ma
Kteself has said# •!# if X bo lifts* up Stoll drwr

*11 &*a aatso s*u rt X* this ooafldoooo hit dlssipls®

haoo goat forth# tad ttlll go# siaglag as iaty fit#

“too# frost *11 losds, from tho 1*1** of tha 06««0|
dfalto to th® saviour aasosdi-ag ®a hlghi

r*ll«a th<* anginas of war and ooawUoa,
Lhauta of IMr&tian oro roudiae ths sky*”

irayori bo thaak; thos, Lord far brookiag through tfco misty *»*«•

of our waadortas* *ad lifting us up into tho ol**r llpl of W
loro# through Josus Christ thy 5on» vt^oa#



Gleans* your hififli, ye sinners* 4t8

too mny pMpl* Www war on aln ^ 4fceu

•it beck contentedly thinking they have

disused of the Matter*
«

XVl Mt that easy* point U Athis

sin is in us* She roots of war sro i» ^
•ad until our hearts sro oleanaed through rtpwtsut

sad by Jesus Christ these roots will twist sad turn

fHP^n into the dark trees of war* bo Most Join in

thJTpubXio oonfession of the bettered ohuroh of

0#rasiiy« ^*e know ourselves to be with our people

in e crest eeapsny of suffering but also in e

crest solidarity of guilt*"

But Mere than the heart needs changing* Janes

adds the practical tdaoaltlon* "Cleanse your hands*

Repantanost it has often been said, is not just

being eorryi it is being sorry enough to quit* It

involves the hands as well as the heart*

Beads Janes 4i6-10

Prayers "Aladshty and aost nsreiful Fathers be have erred sad

fr«Tg--y- Ilk- l.at Amp. » *•
sauch the dsrvioes sad desires of our own hearts* he have lent

undone thoaa things vhloh m ought to haw doa»» tod » tw»
done those thing* whloh w* ought not to haw doaoj tod thwo 1*

no bMlth la ua. But thou, 0 lord, how asarcy upon ua. Boator*.

Thou thoaa who aro pouitOnti cording to Thy proaiaoa la Chriat

Jaaua our Lard* Maaa,"



r«h#nee eons* viri and fighting • among you. Janos 9s 1

Historian* toll us that in the four thousand
ysars of man’s recorded exlstenee, thara
have boon only two hundred and sixty-eight
years of peace, ?fhy?

Zs the fault with the Jew* and international

bombers? tfith the munitions manufacturers? With
gmsanMp*d» land-hungry, have-not nations? 80*

Thaso art only the whipping boys whom wo uneasily
condemn for our own erlmes, James gees to the root
of the matter* The seeds of war are in our own
hearts. Our sin sad our greed bring strife and

fightings*
Too long we have tried to outlaw war without

changing the heart, without facing the problem of

sin. It won f t work. After the last war a great
resolution against war was circulated, Is lihis ssona

top* It collected over a million signatures - more
than had ever in history appeared on any one document*
five prominent women wore chosen to present this
petition for pease to the League of Hattons, but on
the day for its presentation no petition appeared.
The five women wore in their hone! suite bitterly
quarreling over which one would formally present the
document.

Bead i J&mes 4il-T

Prayer i *9reathe through the pulses of desire
Thy coolness and Thy balm)

Lot sense be dumb, let flesh retire]
Speak through the earthquake, wind, and fire,

0 still, nail voice of oaluu"



The 191a# Man

t \

Yiho la wiae and understanding enong you?
— j«d«» a»ia

Before Janet lata hla readers answer thla

question, ha gives than a warning. 23a has

a new taat for wiadon, a new measuring

atick for the wlaa man. fchat la It?

Ordinarily we Judge whaaKtr a nan la wlaa -or

jui-^ by what ha aaya or writes. Beeause Slnatain

wrote a revolutionary treatise on relativity, and

a abort but equally ravalutlonary equation that

laid the foundation ftor atonic research, we aay ha

nuat be one of the wlaeat nan of our tine*

Or laaa worthily we nake a flaah Judgment about

a nan* e wi adon on the baala of the number of degree*

he can write after hit sane. Slchola* Murray Butler

nuat be wiae, we think, beeauae he haa nor© degreea

than anyone else in the world. ur»(<L

Tour standards are all wrong, Janet wtH aay.

The truly wise nan eeJibe detected not by ^degree a ,

or even worda. but byjjaeeda.

A good life ia bettor proof of wiadon than a

wise-crack.

Head t Janet Slid, 17*13

Prayer « Dear Lord our heavenly Father , ail-view end eewpaeoienato*

fill our snail ninda with the wiadon that ia froa above, pure,

peaceable, gentle, full of neroy and good fruita, and enable ua

to ahow our wiadon by our works. For Jesus' sake. Anon.

ac*cle**4C^)



The Meekness of sitdow

If y« have* •• strife la your hearts, glory not.
James 3il6

The wisest of men ha*« always boon the cork
humble, like roaret** oho modestly decided
that his wisdom consisted ohiofly in his
awareness of the limitations of his know*

lodge.
pride isolates, builds barriers of suspieion

against the light, outs off the mlad from nourish-
ment and stimulus* Dr* B* H* ifusmioutt, president
of ifaekensie College in Brasil points out that wo
are like glowing eoale la a fireplaeoi the fire
glows while the ooals touch eaeh other, but when
the ooels are separated, the fire goes out*

Any wisdom that separates us from our follow
Christians in pride or envy or stlfe is "not from
above," says Jamss, "but Is esrthly, sensual,
devilish." It does what no tribulation, or distress,
or peril, or sword aan do* It separates us from
Christ* And ehen we are separated from Him, the
fire goes out*

Read i James 3 i 14-16

Prayert 0 Lord our God, wo would be wise mot after the pattern
of the world, but after the pattern of the mind of Christ, who
made himself of no reputation and humbled hlmeolf in "meokneas
of wisdom*" Cloanso our proud hoarts and minds by thy spirit*
In Jesus* name* Amen*
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MTHE BEGINNING OF WISDOM "

The following address was given by W. Stanford Reid, Professor

and Head of the Department of History at the University of

Guelph in Guelph, Ontario. The address was presented at the

annual convocation of the Wheaton College Scholastic Honor So-

ciety on May 3, 1973 in Edman Chapel.

The Biblical View of Wisdom

Wisdom is a term employed very commonly in the Bible, and one which is very

often taken for granted as being a general term without much specific content.

Yet as we examine biblical statements, particularly the wisdom literature of

the Old Testament, we find that "wisdom" had a quite definite meaning for the

Old Testament believer, and in like fashion has an equally specific significance

for the Christian. Furthermore, we find that this term is related clearly to.

the intellectual endeavours of man. Consequently we must attempt to look at it

in our day in relation to contemporary scientific, using that term m its

broadest sense, activity.

In order to understand the meaning of wisdom in the biblical sense, we

should perhaps begin by seeing what is meant by "knowledge.” This latter word

seems to deal primarily with the intellect. It refers to man's acquisition of

facts, and then man's reasoning and understanding of those facts as they appear,

according to the writer of Ecclesiastes, "under the sun." Such knowledge is

important and necessary, but it is by no means final nor ultimate, for it

operates, shall we say, on the surface of things, dealing primarily with spacio

temporal phenomena and their immediate relationships. Such knowledge we are told

may be misused, misunderstood and mistaken in its conclusions. (Job 38ff; Pro.

14:12)

Wisdom, on the other hand, is of a different character and order, for it

goes much deeper. It reaches to the "heart of man," the very core of his being,

the center of his personality. Thus it involves the whole man, his .intellect,

his emotions, his will. It determines the presuppositions of all his action

and thought in this world, which means that his "wisdom" goes back to what we

might call his "religious faith" whatever that faith may be, whether Christianity,

Mohammedanism or atheism. It refers to the personal frame of reference with

which he approaches the world in which he lives, moves and works. (Pro. 4:23; . n

In this way we may perhaps see the biblical distinction between wisdom and

knowledge. Wisdom includes knowledge, but goes much farther, for while know-,

ledge gives some understanding of the phenomena of experience and their relation-

ships, wisdom seeks to interpret the facts, the experience of the individual

and of all men, in a more ultimate sense. It also seeks to give man some idea

of what his life means, and consequently what it should be. (Ps. 111:10; Eccles.

12:13) It thus indicates not only what is, but also what should be, if. we. admit

that there is ever a "should" in the human vocabulary. It attempts to indicate

to us how we should act and how we should use the things of this world m which

we live. The Wisdom Literature of the Old Testament, particularly Proverbs and

Ecclesiastes and many of the sayings of Christ recorded in the Gospels, as well

as such passages in the letters of Paul such as I Corinthians 1 and 2 ,
and

Colossians 1, show this very clearly.
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Yet wisdom is by no means infallible, for there is a false and a true
wisdom. The unbeliever has wisdom it is true, but since he begins with wrong
presuppositions as both Ecclesiastes and I Corinthians 1 and 2 indicate, his
wisdom is in fact folly. He may have all kinds of knowledge and understanding
of the phenomena: physical, psychological and social, of this world, but still
be completely off course when he comes to making any evaluation of the ultimate
meaning of things. The reason for this is that the wisdom of this world is
centered on this world, that which is "under the sun." He may of course attempt
to understand the ultimate meaning of existence, but he always does so on the
basis of earth bound experience, which means that even his gods are always
subject to the limitations of the space-time continuum. For this reason the
rationalists of the eighteenth and twentieth centuries have never been able
to go beyond an empty deism and a purely speculative immortality. For all
practical purposes, their wisdom has left them still bound to that which is
"under the sun." In sharp contrast to this point of view, the Christian believes
that true wisdom is of a very different order and category, for it arises from
very different presuppositions, from a wholly opposite religious starting point:
the sovereign Tri-une God who has revealed Himself to man in history.

The Old Testament position on the matter of wisdom is that it begins with
"the fear of the Lord." Thus the believer’s wisdom is something which is not
of his own devising, but depends upon his relationship to the sovereign, cov-
enant God. Yet this relationship is not one of "fear" in our usual sense of
terror or fearfulness, but has a very different meaning. As Psalm 103:13
indicates, it is rather the fear of a child at the possibility of breaking the
filial relationship with God. It is a childlike trust and confidence which
results in heartfelt love and obedience. This is what the Heidelberg Catechism
means when it states that our only hope in life and death is:

That I with body and soul, both in life and in death, am not
my own, but belong to my faithful Saviour Jesus Christ, who
with his precious blood satisfied all my sins, and redeemed
me from all the power of the devil ;

and the Westminster Shorter Catechism (1647), Question 34 explains

Adoption is an act of God’s free grace, whereby we are re-
ceived into the number and have a right to all the privileges
of the sons of God.

The Christian thus begins his thinking concerning himself and his universe from
presuppositions very different from those of the non-Christian.

These presuppositions are summed up in Christ himself, who has been made
unto us wisdom, for in Him is all the wisdom of God incarnate. (I Cor. 1:30;
Col. l:15ff) True wisdom, therefore, ultimately results from our personal
relationship to Him by faith. When we have laid hold upon Him by faith as our
Saviour and our Lord, when we have been joined to Him by the Holy Spirit Who
works in us saving faith, we then begin to see all things in a new light and in
a different way. "Behold all things have become new." (2 Cor. 5:17) The
Christian by this regeneration which he has experienced by God’s grace, is

enabled to see the Kingdom of God, which means that he now recognizes God’s
rule through Jesus Christ in and over all things. (John 3:3,5) From this point
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on he is to seek to understand all things in. this light for only as he does so

does he have a true understanding of both their meaning and their purpos . y

then does he have true wisdom for his starting point.

But what is exactly the nature, the content, of this starting

speak of God’s sovereignty is good, but what do we mean by it?
J
Pertuaps the best

statement of it is given to us in Coloss ians l:15ff, in which the jostle

sneaks to us of Christ as the Creator of all things ,
the one who holds all

things together and who redeems all things, with the result that all things are

under His sovereignty, both in heaven and upon earth. We may add to this state

me£ tEe statement of the Apostle John in the first chapter of his Gospel and

the declarations of the first chapter of the Epistle toHebrewsAllthis

that whatever may be our interest or purpose m life, as Christians,

we look S God’s creatures we see them in his creative - providential -redemptive

light. These are the presuppositions with which we must begin if we are to

think in a Christian manner.

As we look back through history since the earliest days of ^Church this

h ,„ alwavs been the position of those who have striven to think in Chnstia

^Lf^out anv or every aspect of the universe. This has been the beginning

of true wisdom^ Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, found that it was necessary o ave

the sovereignty of God, the lordship of Christ, as the foundation for his exp!

tion of the fall of the Roman Empire, that is, for the meaning of all hist y.

The same assumptions lay behind the thought of a man such as Thomas Aquinas,

for although'^we may not agree with much of his theology, nevertheless this had to

be hS string point whether he sought to set forth a su^na of theology or at-

+emnted toconvert the pagans. John Calvin of the 16th century was in much the

UTStStSTSd « studies his Instiwes SL
s

°ne

cannot but be impressed that his whole structure of thought rested upon this

base Unfortunately, just as natural science became more important Christians

tended to retreat from this presupposition of thought. They stressed^he doc-

trine of salvation, but creation and providence became unimportant. ru , 1

SSLS creation if a certain type, nod.Ued largely on

^nd providence, particularly in terms of Christ's rule over all things, became

anathema to many. The result has been the loss of true Christian wisdom, and

an So frequently the take-over of scientific activity by unbelievers who have

made science the enemy of the Christian faith.

Biblical Wisdom in Contemporary Scientific Activity

We now come to the place where we must ask ourselves ^Jristianwisdom

has any place or significance in contemporary scientific activity. I use t

term "scientific” here in its widest possible sense, not applying it Y

physical or biological studies, but to all systematic investigation of creatio

including both man and his environment. In this broad field we find that

scientific knowledge today is doubling at the rate of every ten years, to the

distress of a great many undergraduates. The gaps in our knowledge and under

standing of the universe are becoming narrower all the time, with somebiof,

twists declaring that they now believe that they have the secret of life.

In the latter part of the nineteenth century a good many scientists of various

types were proclaiming that man had about reached the limits of scient

knowledge. All he had to do was cross a few ’ts* and dot a few is to make
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human knowledge complete. The developments of scientific knowledge since 1945,

however, has changed this whole picture with the result that we do not know what

the limits of future scientific knowledge may be; and the possible consequences

are not merely intriguing, but are positively frightening in their prospects.

George Orwell’s 1984 will look like a description of an old ladies’ tea party

compared to what will actually happen if we continue to increase our knowledge

at the pace at which we are now advancing.

My reason for saying this is not that the increase of knowledge is in.

itself bad, but rather that while man increases in his knowledge of the universe,

he does so as though he and the universe are both self-existent, autonomous

entities. In a truly positivistic fashion he collects his facts, relates them,

applies them to his own use in a truly Comptian manner. He believes that if

only he can find out all the facts, he can have virtually ultimate knowledge.

Furthermore, in so doing he believes that he is the only interpreter of hither-

to uninterpreted facts which he can now use as he pleases without let or

hindrance from any ethical or moral restraints. What this can mean has been

pointed out repeatedly by men such as Herbert Marcuse and Floj'd W. Matson.

The fact is that man without the light of the Gospel simply lacks the wisdom

to direct and control his own knowledge.

Perhaps it is for this reason that we may sympathize with a good many

Christians who fear science and wish to stay as far away from it as possible.

Ever since 15 jO or thereabouts, the tendency of many devout and well-meaning

Christian people has been to view any increase in knowledge as evil and as

fundamentally contrary to the will of God. Many down to the present time have

accented a more or less Aristotelian outlook on the universe which they have

modified to suit a Christian point of view, subject of course to certain

scientific facts which they cannot avoid, such as the fact that the earth is

a globe which has an orbit around the sun. (Although there is a ’’flat earth”

society in Britain which denies all these conclusions. ) But the general

attitude of many of these Christians has been that Christian faith and modern

science are mutually incompatible. I have had students come to me at registra-

tion time to ask how they can avoid taking a science course since they do not

feel that their Christian faith and the prescribed course in physics, chemistry

or biology will fit together. This is one solution to the Christian’s problem

of relating his faith to modern scientific endeavour.

We have seen this attitude come out whenever a new and radical development

has taken place in scientific thinking. For instance Luther and his supporter

Osiander rejected Copernicus's theory of the solar centered universe as con-

trary to the biblical teaching. When Galileo set forth his views on the

universe he was dealt with rather drastically by the Holy Office of the In-

quisition; and Richard Baxter along with others of his way of thinking were by

no means happy with the developments which led to the publication of Sir Isaac

Newton’s Principia Mathematica. The real explosion came, however, with the

publication of Charles Darwin’s Origins of Species and Descent of Man . Usually

instead of attempting to come to grips with the problem Christians sought to

laugh it off, as in the case of Bishop Wilberforce, or they ran for the cover

of ignorance. Fortunately some such as W. R. Thompson, F.R.S., editor of the

most recent Everyman edition of the Origins has pointed out the fallacies of
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3
the theory. Even more recently many Christians opposed space-travel, on the

ground that it was not biblical. Hiding one’s head in the sand is not limited

to ostriches!

Other Christians have attempted to solve the problem of the threat of

science to Christianity by developing a "philosophy of gaps." While they have

been willing, sometimes too willing, to accept every new scientific theory
that has come along, wherever a gap in man’s knowledge has appeared they have

held that it was an evidence of God’s working. Moreover, wherever or whenever
something particularly favorable to their side, whether in matters of economics,

politics or religious beliefs have appeared, they have insisted that this is

a revelation of God’s action. The evacuation of the British troops at Dunkirk

in World War II is a good example of such thinking. If something happens in

science, or human history for which there is no explanation either as to its

cause or its timing, they tend to claim that this shows that at this point

God is acting. 4

The only difficulty with this type of thinking is that we then make God

merely the "god of the gaps." His area of operation is that of man’s ignorance.

Thus, as man’s knowledge of physical or human nature and history increases God

is gradually closed out. The gaps are disappearing one by one with the result

that this type of thinking can only lead to the disappearance of God altogether

from this universe, with deism or atheism as the outcome. Even in the case of
events such as Dunkirk we still have to ask ourselves the question: if God

brought about the appearance of the mist that help with the evacuation, did

he not also bring about the defeat of the British forces a few days earlier at

Abbeville? How can we talk of God ruling in one episode and not in another? r r

The gap theory really has very little in its favor. To say that we at this

point cannot explain this or that phenomena either in the physical or biological

sphere, or in the sphere of human history, does not really enable the Christian

to cope with modern non-religious scientific thinking, for we may eventually

find the cause or be able to explain what happened, and then where does God go?

Another way out of this dilemma of the so-called conflict between Christian-

ity and science is to accept the various theories and conclusions that are set

forth by scholars and scientists while at the same time we try to hang on to

our Christian beliefs. This has been the method of Roman Catholicism through

its use of the concepts of "nature" and "grace." It has left scientific

thought largely autonomous, while stressing that the only way to attain to

eternal life was through the repository of grace held by the church. This was

the position of Thomas Aquinas in his Summa Contra Gentiles , and although it

has suffered some serious modifications as a
r
result of scientific developments

since 1G00, the principle is still accepted. 0
In much the same way one might

say that so-called neo-orthodoxy has attempted to follow a similar road, in

its doctrine of the Word of God, and its distinction between man’s time and

God's time. 6 Yet the result in both cases usually leads to shipwreck of the

faith, for in the long run man finds it impossible to hold in tension the two
contrary ideas of the sovereignty of God and at the same time the independence
of man and creation. The outcome has usually been that the individual attempt-
ing to hold such a position has eventually forgotten about God and has con-

centrated on the autonomous, self-governing universe.
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All these approaches, however, seem to avoid the real issue. Why should

the Christian fear science or history? After all if we believe that the whole

of the physical universe and man’s history in it is the handiwork of God,

created, sustained and governed at all times by his almighty power, why should

we have any doubts about it? As we increase our knowledge of chemistry,

physics, biology, society, history and all the other spheres of existence, do

we not increase our knowledge of the work of God, who also reveals himself in

every fact of the world in which we live? Such scientific investigation and

study we should regard as one of the highest responsibilities which man has.

Fear which results in the Christian’s attempt either to fly from the growing

scientific knowledge or to compromise with it, is not only unbecoming, it is

sinful for he is thereby revealing that he does not believe that Jesus Christ

is truly Lord of Creation. What we must do, therefore, is seek to look at the

whole of the universe in the light of Scripture, to see it as God's possession.

Unbelieving man, on the other hand, interprets wrongly because of his faulty

assumption of his own and creation's autonomy, which in turn means that he is

able to interpret and use it according to his own knowledge and will, without

regard for anyone but himself.

What we need today in the light of contemporary scientific developments

is more of the approach of Francis Bacon. As a Christian and a scientist he

manifested an attitude to scientific endeavour very different from that of

many Christians, and for that matter, many scientists today. Insisting that

God has revealed himself through two books, special revelation in the Bible

and natural revelation in the world around us, he stressed the responsibility

of the Christian to know both. As he insisted in The Advancement of Learning

”... let no man upon a weak conceit of sobriety or an

ill-applied moderation think or maintain, that a man

can search too far, or be too well studied in the book

of God’s Word, or in the book of God’s works: divinity

or philosophy (science): but rather let men endeavour

an endless proficience in both. . .

.

At the same time he believed that the two knowledges were not the same, for

while science gave a knowledge of the creatures it gave only a broken image

of God who could be known truly through the Scriptures of the Old and New

Testament alone. Scientific knowledge, he held, should be employed for man’s

benefit and use, but the study of creation is ultimately to reveal the power

and the glory of God .
7 In all of this. Bacon was simply carrying out the

thinking of John Calvin to its logical conclusion .
3

Yet in setting forth such a position. Bacon did not reject or deny that

the non-Christian could and did learn much concerning the spacio-temporal

universe. Nor should we. By God's Common Grace to all men even the most

blatant atheist can learn much of the physical characteristics of the \miverse

and its contents. He can work out various hypotheses which he can verify by

experiment. He may even reach distant stars. But the trouble is that he

misinterprets and misuses his discoveries, for he believes that he is the

final arbiter, the ultimate interpreter of all things. He forgets or rejects

the sovereignty of God over himself and over the whole of creation. In this

way he loses contact with the Pole Star of knowledge , and so fails to gain
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true "wisdom." This is why the psalmist said that "the fool has said in his
heart there is no God." (Ps. 14:1) Without true wisdom while there may be
knowledge, there can only be folly. What the non-Christian seeks to do is

give a completely immanent explanation of all things, as though his explana-
tion is something entirely new and is completely ultimate. But in so doing
he eventually runs aground on his own temporality, for he can really give no
ultimate explanation of anything on a purely spacio - temporal basis, unless
he comes to the conclusion that everything happens by chance. Then he is

reduced to the position of Sir James Jeans who at the beginning of The
Mysterious Universe says

:

Into such a (hostile) universe we have stumbled, if not
exactly by mistake , at least as the result of what may
be properly described as an accident. The use of such
a word need not imply any surprise that our earth exists,
for accidents will happen, and if the universe goes on
for long enough, every conceivable accident is likely to
happen in time.

He then goes on to quote Huxley's conjecture that six monkeys strumming on
typewriters for a million years would eventually turn out all the books in

the British Museum - presumably his own included. ^ But he has to end the
book by saying that the creator of this universe must have been a consummate
mathematician, which seems to contradict his basic premise of chance, for
chance is no explanation of experience. The only other possibility is the
metaphysical world of Max Planck who holds that

...the real world - in other words, objective nature -

stands behind everything explorable. In contrast to
it, the scientific world picture gained by experience -

the phenomenological world - remains always a mere ap-
proximation, a more or less well divined model.

^

But what this real world remains
,
as it does for men such as Planck and Sir

Arthur Eddington, is basically a mystery. Neither chance nor sheer mystery,
however, provide much wisdom for man in this temporal existence.

The Christian, on the other hand, has a radically different approach.
True, he does not seek to see directly the hand of God moving in the events
oP nature or history. God governs normally and usually through secondary
causes, by what Calvin has called the "secret operation of his Holy Spirit."
The element of mystery is always there, but it is not the mystery of the
unknowabt and the unknown. It is the mystery of the action of the eternal
God, the creator, sustainer, ruler and redeemer of the world. It is the mystery
of the relation of time and eternity. Therefore, the Christian does not
think that everything in the reactions of natural phenomena nor every action
of man in history shows God's acting directly in time. Only when he himself
reveals that he is so working directly can we know.

Yet believing that God is sovereign over all things and "works all things
after the council of his own will" (Eph. 1:11), the Christian holds strongly to
the idea of a coherent universe, God’s universe. And because it is God's
universe it is, as Francis Bacon and many Christian thinkers since have main-
tained, man's responsibility to investigate and employ as a steward its wealth
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and riches whether physical or human, to God’s eternal glory. The scientific
endeavour, therefore, whatever its sphere, for the Christian, is a God-given
duty and responsibility. This does not mean, as some would claim, that the
Christian believes that the universe must be raped of its wealth and beauty, but
that man is to use what God has given him of physical, esthetic, emotional
and intellectual wealth for the benefit of himself and his fellowmen and to
manifest the goodness and power of God, for as the Apostle Paul says the
universe is the manifestation of his "eternal power and Godhead." This is

true wisdom, and as we increase our knowledge of the universe parallel with
our knowledge of God, so we shall increase in wisdom, and in favor with God,
if not always in favor with man.

This all takes us back to the thought with which we began. The Christian
sees the whole of the universe, including himself, in a different light from
that of the non-Christian. The fact is that they both begin from diametrically
opposed presuppositions. The unbeliever's starting point is that of Henley:

It matters not how strait the gate.
How charged with punishments the scroll,
I am the master of my fate;
I am the captain of my soul.

and for that matter of the universe. The Christian, on the other hand, has
begun his pilgrimage with the words of the publican: "God be merciful to me a

sinner." This is the true fear of the Lord which is the starting point for
true wisdom. Through his knowledge of God in Christ, the Christian has a true
and proper perspective on himself, on life and on all things.

For all things are yours, whether Paul or Apollos or Cephas,
whether the ordered world, or life or death, or the present
or the future, all are yours, but you are Christ's and Christ
is God's. (I Cor. 3:21)

The Christian's faith in Christ is the beginning of wisdom. By his
acceptance of him as saviour he is "converted" or turned around to a new out-
look and understanding. But this is only the beginning. After this first
step has been taken he must grow not only in grace but also in understanding
and wisdom. He is to gain a greater knowledge of the universe in which he
lives and a greater knowledge of his fellow men and of himself. This he does
to a considerable extent through his own intellectual growth, resulting from
his scientific labors. And as his true wisdom expands, he gains an ever
greater knowledge of his Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, who increasingly is

given the glory, that in all things he might have the pre-eminence.

University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ont., Canada
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The Character of Theology

Gerhard Sauter

The question for the "object" - or rather: the "subject matter" -

and for the "method" of dogmatics should be posed in a slightly
different way: We can try to name the most important

characteristics which make it possible to decide whether an

argument follows the rules of Christian dogmatics and to describe
the "rule-following". So we can answer the question what dogmatics
is all about. The same question has to be presented in a new

perspective and in a new light. This new perspective concerning
the genesis and practice of dogmatics tries to discern the

"object" - in the sense of a task, of the "subject matter", and in

the sense of a reality which dogmatics encounters, which gives

form to dogmatics and its practice.

"Object" then does not imply the submission of dogmatics, nor does
it signify any matter of fact which could be described and

established independently and then serve as a "foundation" of

dogmatics. To avoid such a misunderstanding, I prefer the word
"character" instead of "subject matter"; the character of

dogmatics is the profile or feature which cannot be mistaken for

anything else and which enables us to recognize dogmatics. You can
compare it to the physiognomy of a person: A photograph may

reproduce most of the details and yet it may miss the character.
Conversely, a good artist is able to hit the point with a few

lines, to draw the person, so that we can immediately recognize
the face. In this respect, a good portrait is superior to any

photographic picture, because the coherence of the lines is

pointed out, the connections, which give life to the picture.

The physiognomy of dogmatics is characterized by the being,

revelation and action of God. To put it slightly differently: It

is characterized by the theological answer to the questions: "Who

I

i s God, that we may pray to him?" - "How does God address us, how
do we encounter God?" - "Who are we in relation to God?"

Dogmatics is no collection of "dogmatical" statements, but rather
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an example of what Th. Kuhn calls "normal science". As other

sciences, dogmatics is characterized by a constellation, a certain

recurrent structure of words and objects. We have to draw this

structure with a few statements in order to recognize it again and

again in different circumstances and in different verbal

sequences. We can demonstrate this by three_paradigmatic answers

to the fundamental questions of dogmatics as mentioned above.

The doctrine of the Trinity answers the first question and

characterizes Christian God-talk: God is the Triune God, Jesus

Christ is God's revelation, and as Spirit God acts upon us. We can

discern the Divinity of God - God as God - only by the revelation

and action of God. On the other hand, it is impossible simply to

identify God with the revelation and action of God - God acts in

the creation, the reconciliation and the consummation, and we have

to describe God in each of these works as Father, Son, and Spirit.

God is One - and we can perceive and confess that God is One only

from within that movement; this "movement" does not enable anyone

to draw up a protocol, to describe it from a distance.

We may use concepts, e.g. "simplicity", but God will use these

concepts in God's own way and thus say God's own word, breaking

through all human knowledge of God. It is important that God uses

our knowledge of God as a background for new insights which cannot

be known in advance. But it is equally important for us not to

stick to any such insight and then unfold its implications. A good

example for such a wrong use of our knowledge of God may be the

Arian theology, stressing God's transcendence and eternity and

oneness which implies, that the Word of God cannot be strictly

divine. The Doctrine of the Trinity leads us to a surprising

modification of terms such as "eternity" - as soon as we are

involved in God's movement!

The second question is: How do we encounter God? THOMAS AQUINAS

attempted to give an answer. He explicitly discusses the "subject"

of theology. In the beginning of the Summa theolooica he

introduces the "holy doctrine" as science ( scientia l and asks
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whether God is the subiectum of this science. Thomas rules out any
philosophical definition of God's Divinity, because God remains
unutterable. God is disclosed in the creation, in the relation to
God which characterizes all that is. Every creature is related to
God and can therefore be articulated theologically. Three aspects
of this determination are remarkable: (1) Thomas uses the term
"subject” although he knows that God must not be mistaken for any
given fact. Such a mistake is excluded (2) by the distinction
between God and the creation. God makes that distinction by
becoming objective in the world: The whole world is related to the
Creator, and this relation discloses the distinction as well. It

is (3) revealed by God - it is impossible for us to infer it. To
discern the inner unity of the world we need the articles of

faith, a knowledge given by God; these articles are the principles
of theological science.

Thomas seems simply to advance traditional authorities. The

microstructure of his argumentations, however, shows a

confrontation between metaphysical insights and biblical

statements: a confrontation which articulates the world pervaded
by God,[_but no theological reinterpretation of metaphysics.; In

this respect, the Summa theoloqica might be a standard even today.

It is necessary to examine whether Thomas sometimes simply draws
conclusions concerning God from the given world. But apart from
that point the complexity claimed for theology is important. This
complexity is based upon the fact that theology has to talk about
God without being able to comprehend God - which holds especially
for theologcical language. Theology as a science now gains a

dramatic character. At the same time, theology is realistic: it

has nothing to produce, and certainly nothing to produce by any
stylistic charm. All this can be seen in the Summa , although it
may be dry and doctrinal

.

MARTIN LUTHER has given an answer to the third question: “Who are
we in relation to God?" Luther's words may lead us to a concept of

“object" which avoids overstressing the difference between
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theology and the medieval "humanities". On the other hand,
theology and its "object" may be characterized

. because the human
being as 'subject matter" of theology is neither the person who
has certain privileges (the "subject matter" of jurisprudence) nor
the sick (as for medicin). Luther uses the "scholastic" concept of
subject matter", but his characterization of theology modifies

that concept:

"The characteristic subject of theology is the human being as
guilty of sin and rejected - and God justifying and saving the
sinful human being. Anything we ask or discuss beyond this subject
of theology is error and poison." r K*. i. Cv-* -j Cvi

- C?*i i Wy" c-L.

Of course, Luther does not want to as^r^t^t\heol^TSnly
exclusively talks about the sinner and God the Saviour. The point
of his determination is that true knowledge of human personality
is limited to the personal encounter with God and true knowledge
of God is limited to our experience of God acting towards us as
Judge and Saviour. We cannot talk about God in Himself or human
personality as such, nor about the relation, rather of the
happening we are involved in, that God justifies and saves the
person, whom we can perceive only as justified and saved. CALVIN
agrees with Luther in the beginning of the Institutin . when he
underscores the unsolvable connection between knowledge of God and
self-knowledge

.

7

What can we learn from the three sketches? The character of
dogmatics is outlined by fundamental statements of theology , which
are related to each other and form a certain texture. We may call
these statements " axioms " - it is not possible to get behind them;
to give arguments in support of them implies already a
misunderstanding. They are presupposed in all further statements

dogmatics. The doctrine of the trinity and Luther's description
of the subject of theology 11 are such axioms. Their guintessence

God has acted! This - and nothing else - is the starting point
for Christian theology.
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Axioms connect terms which are fundamental for a science. The

axiomatic structure of theology enables us to prove statements

theologically. At the same time, this structure may be compared to

other sciences.

The first parallel: Axioms are statements. They outline the

possibilities of theological language. At the same time,

therefore, they mark the limits of language. In a certain sense,

they are the borderline between language and reality. Insights and

intuitive perceptions may "gear in" from beyond these limits.

Axioms confront language with non-linguistic reality - they force

us to take into account the problem "word and object" (QUINE), a

fundamental problem for philosophy of language and for philosophy

of science as well. The discussion at this point has been

extremely .productive for the basic research in recent physics; the

examination of the role of axioms in this context sheds light on

the revolutions characterizing the history of science. This has

been demonstrated by T.S. KUHN and - with regard to the philosophy

of language - HILARY PUTNAM.

ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD wants to distinguish between the immediate

relation to reality and the reference of language - without

deriving reference from basic experience. The distinction rather

is meant to draw attention to the limits of language. Kuhn points

out, that axioms constitute reality for us - in contrast to the

naive, but still widespread idea of immediate sense data as last

resort for truth and reference. Of course, axioms do not

constitute reality without what Putnam calls the "contribution of

the environment". Language, to be reliable, depends on its

environment. Reality has to "join the game"; otherwise, language

does not work and gets useless and arbitrary. It is impossible to

argue for an absolutism of language, but language is the

presupposition for perception, which depends on definable and

irreversible connections of statements.

The second parallel: Axioms indicate liability. There are not only

conventional answers to the questions we ask. For us, they are the
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extreme tangents of absolute and immoveable reality. In this

respect, they may be only relative, related to what they

designate, but they are the constant framework for the further

statements derived from them. Axioms enabl e us to f ind out the

logical position of any single theological statement, to connect

it to others and to formulate hypothetical new statements.

Therefore, axioms are the starting points for scientific

argumentation and they give perspective and depth to science.

Every science has axioms as fundamental statements. They differ

essentially from intuitive insights - which may give important

impulses for scientific discovery. Axioms are the rules for

producing a linguistic texture of correlated statements. The set

of fundamental suppositions records what appears irrefutable to

the scientist. Along these lines, Whitehead even talks of dogmas

of physics: "In exactly the same way the dogmas of physical

science are the attempts to formulate in precise terms the truths

disclosed in the sense-perception of mankind." This indicates the

point of comparison between sciences and - at the same time - the

point, where they may diverge fundamentally. Axioms have a

dogmatic status, because they define "what is true". They do not,

however, define "truth as such". Nevertheless, they are the basis

for further observations. Just for that reason we may call them

"dogmas", since a dogma is by no means an assertion which only

claims to be valid.

As far as the truth of scientific statements is concerned, dogmas

and axioms have the same function. THOMAS TORRANCE seems to be

right when he reminds us of the fact, that the term "dogma"

formerly was not under the suspicion of a merely authoritative

assertion. The "emphasis upon dogma came to be upon well-grounded

and agreed affirmation rather than arbitrary and individual

opinion, and upon positive and constructive as opposed to

sceptical or merely critical thought." That was the use of the

word in the writings of the Church fathers. Conversely, MICHAEL

POLANYI - as a scientist of today who is interested in

epistemology - uses religious or guasi-religious words, e.g.
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"belief 11

, in order to characterize a kind of basic trust in

reality. Such a basic trust prevents the scientist from taking
possession of reality instead of listening to the "self-

explication" of reality, which the scientist cannot control as he
controls the scientific operations.

Of course, we have to consider the limits of the analogy. We do
not propose to baptize scientific research. Conversely, "faith" is
much more than a basic trust which agrees to given reality. The
analogy between dogma and axiom also points to the divergence:

It is not possible to take one's choice concerning the axioms of
theology, in contrast to other sciences. In geometry, you have to
decide whether you accept the parallel postulate or whether you
reject it. In the latter case, you have to replace euclid's three-
dimensional geometry. That was EINSTEIN'S decision, which led him
to the theory of relativity. This decision, however, does not
affect everyday geometry. But in the framework of relativist
physics, the new set of axioms is obligatory. You may choose the
rule, but then you have to follow the rule. To accept methematical
axioms implies that for mathematical operations any further
inguiry concerning the historical or conventional genesis of the
numerative system is superfluous. On the other hand, it is typical
for axioms that they open up scientific operations. For example:
biology defines "life" by a set of parameters, which are

fundamental for planning and realizing experiments in order to
acquire empirical observations. Thus they may be corrobated,

although it is not possible to verify them by an experiment. The
scientist who does not accept the axioms of biology does not make
an arbitrary decision, but simply denies the possibility of the
investigation of life. There may be reasons for such a decision;

science may be forced to modify or even to drop axioms. Such a

decision, however, does not affect the validity of the axioms in

relation to the knowledge discovered with the help of them.

Why is it impossible to take one's choice concerning the axioms of

theology? It has been possible to reject the doctrine of the
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trinity - but what can we learn from these examples (e.g.

SCHLEIERMACHER ) ? They do without a certain dogmatic tradition, but

at the same time they reject the axiomatic structure of theology

as such and exchange it for another - say, philosophical - set of

axioms

.

Sciences are comparable because of their axiomatic structure, but

they differ from each other in the microstructure of their axioms.

The constitution of an axiom cannot be evident from the historical

genesis of certain - although fundamental - insights. For example:

The encounter with Jesus of Nazareth was overwhelming, because God

was present in that person. The apostles' faith was confirmed at

Easter, the cross had been a shock to them, but this shock was

transfigured into the confidence that God was present in their

lives. All this does not exhaust the statement of Christian

theology concerning incarnation and the essential likeness of

Jesus Christ and God. Another example: The Jews talk of God as the

Saviour. It may be possible to trace back such a predicate to the

experience of liberation in the Exodus - certainly a crucial event

in the history of Israel and the Church and a starting point for

the narrative realization of that history. But the narrative does

not answer the question: Who is the subject, who acts, who enables

us to tell a story which is more than fiction?
c/j -Afc* llUo \fl9L4jdb4~ isy
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A fact has been created: An unexpected and surprising experience,

contingent and not deducible from all former experiences and all

the expectations which sprang from these experiences. To

articulate such a fact immediately implies God-talk, because such

a fact implies God's self—revelation . This articulation therefore

gets a profile and makes it possible to recognize God in

comparable situations. This is the outer surface of theological

thought "in the making": Human persons have to change the way of

talking about God. They call God the Liberator - with regard to

the Exodus - and they call God the Lord, the incarnate Logos, who

acts in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus.

Such a talk of God essentially points to God and is totally
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dependent on God's presence, because it cannot establish itself.
The physiognomy of Christian theology sketched above is a good
illustration: It outlines the event which we can recognize as

God's encounter with us, but it cannot prognosticate that event.
It outlines a certain movement . Therefore ,* the axioms of theology
are constituted dialectically .

Let us start with the core, the possibility of all theological
language. The question, whether and for what reason persons talk
of God, is answered by Christian theology with the twofold
statement: We are not able to talk of God - we are forced to talk
of God, we are not able to evade it. That is true even in the case
of the man from whom Jesus demands faith and who cries,

desperately and at the same time beside himself: "I believe, my
Lord, help my unbelief!" (Mk 9,24). Unbelief must not be mistaken
for the subjective impossibility of faith, which implies, that we
have to take the risk of a jump into the faith. Unbelief is

nothing else than sin - we have to call back Luther's definition!
God-talk is completely pervaded by the dialectical movement of sin
and grace, unbelief and faith, a movement which outlines the
mystery of faith: a change of place wrenching us from our terrible
self“re ference , which even prevents us from discerning our sin.
Luther has put it bluntly: "That is the reason for the certainty
of our theology: It wrenches us from ourselves and puts us beside
ourselves (extra nos’)

, so that we do not trust in our own
strength, conscience, perception, character and work, but that we
may trust in what is beyond ourselves: God's promise and truth
which does not deceive us."

The dialectics of faith ru les out any subjective foundation of
dogmatics. The self, especially the self confessing "I believe",
is not a fixed point of reality and certainly not the central
point of the universe. At most, the self can discover tensions and
polarities, a field and framework for interaction with reality.
Dialectics, then, is reduced and twisted - a permanent
transcendence and at the same time a search for the self.
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After the acid-test of scientific critique of knowledge,
scientists and philosophers will not follow such a movement of the
self. "Self" and "world" are related dialectically, an insight
which essentially gets over the cartesian vis-a-vis of subject and
object which has been fatal for the notion of scientific objects.
Every single act of perception is a transitional moment in the
stream of events summarized by the word "world". Each part of the
world, then, can be fixed only approximately and coarsely (we may
think of Einstein and of Heisenberg)

.

All this certainly leaves behind a mere subjectivism, but it does
not hit the mark as far as the movement of faith is concerned.
This movement is limited by another dialectics which includes it.

God takes humanity in Jesus Christ, accepts even death, enters the
world without being absorbed. God becomes objective in the world,

but that immediately implies the distinction between God and
world. God changes the cosmos, because the cosmos "including" God
cannot any more move itself and rest on itself. God's presence
limits the cosmos, each time anew by God's revelation, which is

characterized by the dialectical congruence of disclosure and
concealment in the mystery of God's presence. God acts in God's
own way: The revelation contradicts all the human interpretations
of the world, all the projections which emerge when we read and

shape the world in order to project our personality into the
world. The divine contradiction, however, implies the possibility
to recognize and to expect God's presence, and at the same time
implies that it is impossible to predict the encounter, to infer

it from our interpretation of the world.

This dialectical movement points to God's essence . or rather: to
t *"16 necessity of dialectical talk of God, which we cannot exceed,

because God-talk is bound to God's self-revel ation
f
which

dialectically ties together judgment and salvation. This is the

ultimate dialectical structure of Christian theology and its

statements concerning the One and individual God, who alone unites
what we cannot bring to a synthesis. This may be illustrated by
the biblical attributes of God: power and love, justice and mercy.
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Of course, God is not simply erratic and unpredictable, but God's

actions are different - in order to lead us to the ultimate unity,

which essentially disappears as soon as we try to conceive it. To

experience this unity implies the suspension of our split world of

values - neither a synthesis nor a complexio oppositorum. The

dialectical movement of our talk of God resists all attempts to

conceptualize God, to define God as omnitudo realjtatis. ,
as the

whole of reality. Einstein has put it in his way: "The Lord God is

clever, but not tricky." We can read this sentence (in German!) in

the Lounge of the Department of Physics in Princeton University.

The dialectical structure of God-talk takes us back to the

starting-piont ,
to the question: how can we talk of God? To

address God, in complaint, request and thanks, moves us towards

God's movement into the world! Our language is not able to

represent God, but it can give an outline and point to the traces

of God's movement. The dialectics of theological language, then,

is the movement of faith, so that we reach the point where we have

to start. This belongs to the characteristics of dialectical

structures, which must not be mistaken for the circular movements

of the self-centered self.

Therefore, we find the ultimate dialectics of theology as soon as

we talk of God. This dialectical movement is asymmetrical : it is

initiated by God and we are involved, but our part is no conter-

balance. This dialectical asymmetry has been stated in Micha 6,8:

"You have been told..." Therefore, KARL BARTH was right when he

I characterized the First Commandment as theological axiom. This

word contradicts our monologues; we are made listeners, involved

in an asymmetrical relation which is no dialogue, although we may

answer and even address God as a friend.

Dogmatics has to state what we must say "for God's sake", because

we would have to be silent otherwiese. To put it differently:

dogmatics states, what we can keep secret only at a heavy price,

the denial of God.
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This is the testimony exacted from all who take over the task of

dogmatics. In dogmatics we weigh the price for confessing or

denying God. We have to decide what is essential for the faith and

what has to be excluded. Dogmatics cannot replace the testimony

of faith, but it may be helpful if we have to argue for our faith.

All the knowledge and all the experience in dogmatical ways of

thinking, acquired and corrobated over the centuries, may be

helpful as soon as we articulate our faith in order to convince

other persons rather than to persuade them.

Doing dogmatics we must not exact less from ourselves than from

all who confess "I believe”. Moreover, we have to accept another

task which belongs to our profession: We have to account for the

answers to indismissable questions - and for answers which must be

excluded because they produce fatal contradictions.

The question for the "subject matter" of theology is

indismissable. Dogmatically, the question is answered by the set

of axioms, so that the dialectical constitution of the axioms at

once structures theology as a whole. Therefore, theology is

characterized by dogmatics - for that reason it's rather pointless

to distinguish sharply between theology and dogmatics.

Dogmatical statements define, what we must say "for God's sake",

because otherwise we would have to be silent. Therefore, certain

other determinations of dogmatics are excluded. For instance:

dogmatics cannot explain the world; otherwise dogmatics will loose

its character. Of course, there have been attempts to give a

dogmatical explanation of reality as a whole in the history of

Christian theology. But what was the price? Similarly, dogmatics

cannot answer the question for the true meaning of the world; it

is not possible to connect meaningful experiences and actions in

order to make dogmatics a theory of meaningfulness. All things

considered, dogmatical theology must not take into account

anything which might change its dialectical constitution and

replace it by polarities or abstract relations. Otherwise,

dogmatics will be "perfidious". Finally, we must exclude any
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ultimate foundation by human reason, which is intended to prove

dogmatic statements. Dogmatics, then, will necessarily loose its

own character, because it is integrated into some other set of

axioms. This aspect is just the point, where the axiomatic

foundation of theology converges with the general discussion in

the philosophy of science. Therefore, theology may enter the

debate in a productive way.
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to shatter that foundation and destroy its unity. The more important women

become in the life of the church, the more important become the purity and

unity of their lives together in Christ. But it is reassuring to note that there

was still no open break, no schism, and Paul is confident that with the help of

their fellow Christians, including the “true yokefellow” (who was, perhaps,

the husband of one of the two), the breach will be healed and harmony re-

stored. So again he says, “Rejoicel”

Philippians 4: 4-9—Worry About Nothing; Rejoice in Everything

Rejoice in the Lord always; again I will say, Rejoice. Let all

men know your forbearance. The Lord is at hand. Have no

anxiety about anything, but in everything by prayer . . . with

thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God. And the

peace of God, which passes all understanding, will keep your

hearts and . . . minds in Christ Jesus. Finally, brethren, what-

ever is true, . . . honorable, . .
.
just, . . .

pure, . . . lovely, . . .

gracious, if there is any excellence, . . . anything worthy of

praise, think about these things. What you have . . . heard and

seen in me, do; and the God of peace will be with you.

Paul has three important things to say in this passage about the deep roots

and wide reaches of the joy that drives out fear and calms anxiety.

\

1. It is, first of all, a joy that begins in Christ (vs. 4-5). Note how easily

and naturally Paul works into his plea for harmony and joy a reminder that

it takes more than a turningjp each other to restore Christian unity in God s

people. Three times he repeats the seminal phrase,
“
in the Lord”: “Stand

firm in the Lord” (vj); “Agree in the Lord” (vj^; and now again, “Rejoice

in the Lord” (v. 4). He is a good teacher. Repetition enforces the lesson he has

already taught in ch. 2 that thejxrwer forJIhristian joy and unity comesjiot

from man butjroin Christ, for being “in Christ.” Sb- sure is Paul-of this power

tKat heTaiTdismiss the shadow of the quarrel frpm his ^lind, depending on

Euodia and Syntyche to demonstrate openly what pey already hdye in Qhrist,

namely, the gentle and forgiving spirit that Paul calls “forbearance” (v. 5).

In that confidence the apostle turns again to the joy that never fails him,

joy in the Lord, and adds the happy shout of the early Christians, which was

their watchword and signal, the last word on the lips of the martyrs as they

faced, with a joy their persecutors could never understand, the beasts and

the fire and the sword. “The Lord is at hand.” “Maranatha.” He is with us

now; and he will come again. So what is there to fear? Rejoicel

2. It is a joy without anxiety that grows by prayer (vs. 6-7). There is indeed

absolutely nothing for the Christian to be anxious about, says Paul. In his

book The Adequate Man: Paul in Philippians

,

Paul Rees quotes a physician's

analysis of the “worries” he was called upon to treat as patients. Forty per-

51
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'-'ny SI1Ch misaPPrehension, in the next We Paulbe-gms-to describe the high, free horizons of the Christian mind. It delights

in all the greatest virtues, the loftiest goals that man anywhere and anytimehas ever conceived:
(1) truth, the goal of science and philosophy;

(2) honorthe htghest prize^f humiin ethics; justice (or n/teousness), 11 aim oi L,O P ^ ^
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Children* 8 Sermon

THE CHINESE RING

7?hen I was a boy (living far away across the ocean in Korea,

I once visited the old, old Chinese city of reking. There I liked

to walk up and down the street of the silversmiths where the crafts-

men would sit in their little open stores hammering and carving bright

shining pieces of silver into all sorts of beautiful silver jewelry.

There were great silver combs and platters, ^nd tiny little silver

snuff boxes, and delicately carved signet rings, but out of all the

great) sparkling, silver array, one ring interested me most.

|
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(It seemed to be) made of four strands of silver, all woven

closely together i^in an intricate fashion) to form one solid silver
sLvU|fA

ring. The (friendly little Chinaman? held it out to me to admire, and

it was beautiful there in the bright sun. But when I stretched out

my hand to take it up and look at it closer, as I touched it, it fell

to pieces in my hand. There was no longer any solid, shining silver

ring there— it was just an ugly, twisted mass of metal in my hand!)

For an awful instant I thought I had broken the beautiful

thing, (^and I felt very badly. But the little Chinaman smiled, and

took the ring from my hand. Right there as I watched him, he made a

few skillful moves
,

(juggled the twisted pieces around,) and suddenly

there was the ring again, bright, shining, and beautiful^-perfectly

put together v^ore..

't* \ wk-f

Isn’t that just what Jesus does for us? You °nd I are very



much like that Chinese ring. When ^od first made us, he made us as

bright and shining and well put together as the ring when I first

saw it. How I wish we could all stay thst way. But we don’t, do we?

Some of us begin to tell lies; some of us begin to take things that

don't belong to us; some of us get angry; some of us get all high and

proud within. Before we know it, we're all shaken apart by sin, just

as the ring was shaken apart in my hand.

Then, (of course, when we see what’s happened to us, 1 we try

to put ourselves back together again, and be good. Sometimes it works

for a day, but have you ever tried to be good for a whole week— say,

the week just before Christmas? It is hard, isn't it. Now try it

for a whole year.) You can't do it, just as I couldn’t put that ring

back together again. Even after I had seen the Chinaman do it, I

fumbled around with those funny looking pieces of metal, and couldn't

make a ring out of them. But he did it, and did it very easily, becaase

he h8d made the ring. He knew all about it.

And Jesus knows all about us, because he made us. Don't

try to be good all by yourself, you can't do it. Before you can live

as Jesus wants you to, He must hold you in his hand and go with you,

putting the tangled strands of your life back together in His way, not

yours. He'll do it because he loves you. He'll take your twisted soul
-4. W

and make it strong and sturdy and beautiful as the Chinese silver ring.
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